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CITY 1
• EDITION
15c

HINT MAJOR 1SPLIT INSaysSCLC
Youthful
Charges Dismissed In Rivermont
Case Inv ving Black Guests

Leader Taking
The Limelight'

Two of three charges
celebration of his birthday.
his wife had been told by the
against two guests, who
During the night of the guard to turn down loud music,
a group expelled from
party, police trailed a car driv- and that since there was none
1010 of the Holiday Inn-RI,
en by John Ford, brother of being played loudly there, he
mont on Tuesday night. liay the honoree, out on the express- went out into the hall and told
20, were dismissed fogilaw- way and arrested him and Astin to go back downstairs
ing a hearing in City Osurt Augustus Odom, an employe and find out what suite he was
before Judie Bernie Weinman, at the funeral home. Both were supposed to have checked.
when witnesses for both sides charged with disorderly con- Afterwards he returned with Friction between the Rev.
Since the Poor People's Camtestified there last Wednesday, duct and Mr. Ford with resist- Carter and demanded that the Jesse Jackson, National direcpaign incident, Rev. Jackson
guests
leave
Fords and their
ing arest.
May 3111.
tor of Operation Breadbasket has been gaining momentum
Judge Weinman said that the C. D. Astin, of the Tri-State immediately, and when they and board members
of the par- for Operation Breadbasket.
only thing that suggested to Patrol, said that he had gone demanded a refund of their ent body, SCLC, may cause the
His Saturday morning meethim that the expulsion of the to the suite and had asked the money, Carter said he refused Chicago based organization to ings have
been publicized
group was not the result of ra- Fords to turn down loud to give it to them because go it alone.
in every major magazine in the
cial discrimination was the ap- music after another guest had they had been in possession Speculation has it that the country. He has played
host
pearance of the black maitre registered a complaint.
of the suite since five that Rev. Jackson is "dissatisfied" to national political leaders, TV
d'hotel, Jesse Clemons, for the However, neither he nor the afternoon.
with his treatment by other stars and Hollywood film stars
prosecution.
other Holiday Inn employees Amsden said he was called board members because Jack- like Bill Cosby, Sidney Poitier,
The arrests occurred after the innkeeper, Ben Amsden, back to the hotel after 12 and son has been criticized for Robert Culp and recording
guests at a birthday party for or his assistant, Harvey Carter, refunded the money to Mr. "taking the limelight away stars like Nancy Wilson, SamHarold Ford, son of N. J. Ford were able to give the name of Ford.
from Dr. Ralph David Aber- my Davis, Jr., and others.
of N.J. Ford and Sons Fune- the person who had registered Patrolman R. W. Thrasher nathy," SCLC head.
His reputation as a speaker
ral Home, was evicted from the complaint about the music. said he and his partner trailed Jackson, of course, denies has reached into every niche
the suite he had rented for the Harold Ford described how the car driven by John Ford the allegations, but speculators and corner throughout the Uni
after someone yelled out the are insisting that a split is ted States and as a result, he
window as the vehicle was forthcoming, possibly sometime has been asked to speak on
HELPING VIETNAM ORPHANS — In redistributed in one of the "poorer orpnan•
being driven off.
this summer, because of it many of the nation's major
sponse to an appeal sent to the Rev. Dr.
ages." Seen clockwise from bottom left are
None of the Holiday Inn em- Members of SCLC have at- university campuses.
Charles L. Dinkins, pastor of First Baptist
Shenie Washington, Georgette Robinson,
ployes was able to say what tempted in the past to keep Rev. Jackson's fight to creChurch Lauderdale, from his son, Sgt. C.
Sylvia Wallace, Rhonda Washington, D r.
the person said as the car was the issue quiet for fear of los- ate economic power in the
L. Dinkins, Jr., stationed in Vietnam, memDinkins, Cynthia Grey, Almella Starks, Debbeing driven off, including the ing ground in the civil rights black community has also been
bers of Les Juenes Files collected toys
bie Harris and Denise Springfield. (Withblack employe, Jesse Clemons. movement and valiant efforts given national attention.
and clothing to be shipped to Da Nang and
ers Photo)
But
after seeing that Holiday to heal the breach have been When Operation Breadbasket
Miss Frances E. Tharpe, Tharpe's principal was Hermade repeatedly.
boycotted the Lorillard Corporfourth grade teacher at the bert W. Robinson, Jr., who Inn was about to lose the case A number of
notables in ation, one of the nation's leadin
court,
be
suddenly
had
a
through
Caldwell Elementary School, was over grades one
change of memory and claimed Chicago have felt, for some- ing cigarette producers, Jacksix.
retired last week from
be heard
certain obscene time now, that Jackson's popu- son rallied sufficient support
school system &RSV ht
Looking back on her years words.
larity was growing at a swifter to make the New York based
served the community for 44 in the classroom, Miss Tharpe
As Lester High School chil- who lives in Marianna, Ark- The teachers, about 25 in years.
Judge Weinman said no evi- pace than Abernathy's. The firm agree to a list of desaid, "One of the greatest represent SCLC leader inherited mands which covered employdren cling to their report cards ansas.
number, enjoyed a wonderful During a program, she was wards that one can receive dence was presented to show his role following the late Dr.
ment, advertising in black orithat
Augustus
Odom
had
conwhen leaving the building so Mrs. Livingston, a teacher outing, eating, boat riding, honored with gifts, music and from teaching is not the pay
ducted himself disorderly, and Martin Luther King's assassi- ented media, and yolicy makdo the Lester High teachers at Marianna, along with some
songs. A dinner was given for one gets, but the joy that comes that there was no proof that nation.
ing.
cling to their picnic baskets of her friends, were at home fishing, h o r seshoeing, and her on Wednesday, May 28, from
finished
seeing
the
There are other indications Following that, Operation
John
Ford
had
resisted
arrest
going to Marianna, Arkansas. busy barbecuing, frying fresh wholesome conversation. Name in the Living Room.
products after they have taken
when he refused to let an of- besides Jackson's growing po- Breadbasket took on A&P, the
They formed a motorcade catfish and buffalo fish, chill- it, they enjoyed it.
Miss Tharpe's teaching ca- their places in society."
fieer
search him before he was pularity which are causing spe- nation's largest grocery
led by their host, John Living- ing drinks and other pleasant- The Livingstons and their
Miss Tharpe's teaching ca- Among her former students
culators to believe a division is chain, and
within a few
told
that
he was under arrest.
ston a Junior High mathemat- ries for the group when they friends want to make it an reer began right after she are Joseph Westbrook, supernearing.
months, officials from A&P
He
directed
John
Ford
to
reics teacher at Lester H i g h, arrived.
annual affair.
First. Jackson has been the agreed to meet the terms of
was graduated from Manassas visor of secondary schools; Dr.
turn to the court on Sept. 10 only successful
High School. She was sent to E. A. Horne, Dr. Theron Northmovement
for disposal of the disorderly leader in SCLC since King led Breadbasket.
Collierville to get some exBreadbaskets next target was
See Page 2
conduct Charge
a dynamic march from Selma a local food chain,
perience in the teaching proRed Rooster,
to Montgomery.
fession, and returned to Manasand after a few short weeks,
Secondly, when Jackson was the results were the
sas in 1926 as a seventh grade
same as
named mayor of Tent City before.
teacher of geography, arithduring the Poor People's Cam- Jackson's
metic and civics under the
record, according
paign in Washington in 1968, to speculators,
principalship of the late Mrs
far surpasses
it was rumored by sources
Cora P. Taylor.
that of Abernathys and because
Les Jeunes Filles, an organi- Sgt. Dinkins said: "I had oc- In 1930, the late Mr. J. Ashclose to the top that both Hosea
of it, the gap between the two
1
casion to visit one of the or- ton Hayes became principal of
Williams and Andrew Young,
leaders is widening.
The Missionary Institute of zation of 1-teenage girls, have phanages here in Da Nang, the school, and Miss Tharpe
shot and Worsham was arrested and both SCLC officials, opposed Even when Abernathy was
the South Memphis District given a helping hand to First and what I saw really hurt continued to do her excellent Two persons were
Jackson's
appointment
and
murder
addressing Congress in Washwill meet on Monday, June 9, Baptist Church Lauderdale in me. As in wars of the past, it type of work. For five years one man stabbed seriously charged with assault to
made efforts to discourage the
ington
on the hunger issue,
at the New Allen AME Church the collection of toys and cloth- is the children who suffer the she was shifted from grade to in incidents which occurred in and carrying a pistol.
in move.
Jackson was upstaging him by
at 1559 S. Third st., with the ing to be shipped to an or- most. Vietnam is no different. grade, and then placed in the the city during the past week- Police are seeking clues
Two
days
after
Abernathy
the stabbing of Willie Lee
end.
leading a similar fight downRev. E. Paul Beavers as host phanage in Vietnam.
As I drive through the streets fourth grade.
Robertson, 24, of 779 Warner, had made his selection, Jackson state.
2333
Sta47,
of
Smith,
Jodie
minister.
resigned and returned to ChiThe collection of the toys and of Da Nang and out in the out- During the 24 years Miss
ten, was shot in both legs last who was stabbed severely in cago. The mystery of Jackson's When the young leader adThe meeting will begin at clothing was in response to a lying districts, I can see that Tharpe served under Mr. HaymornMonday
early
chest
when
the
Saturday at 9:05 a.m,
resignation was never reveal- dressed the State Senate a few
10 a.m., and all officers and letter sent to the pastor, the these people live much worse es, she had many outstanding
having ing while he was walking near ed, but sources revealed that weeks ago, he received a standmembers are asked to be pre- Rev. Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, than the people in the states experiences that she often re- a conversation he was
car the corner of Crump and Mis- Jackson and Williams got into ing ovation from the Republisent. Visitors are welcome. Sr., by his son, Sgt. Charles who are living in the ghetto. calls. Fourteen student teach- with a passenger in his
sissippi blvd.
can majority Senate. Even
was
interof
his
home
in
front
a physical confrontation after
Mrs. M. R. Todd is president, L. Dinkins, Jr., who is station- "Again, it is the children ers were placed under her suBoyRobert
Lee
rupted
by
Officers said the victim which Jackson decided to leave labor has rallied to his cry
who suffer. Some of these kids pervision, and nine are still
trod Mrs. Ethel Beavers vice ed at Da Nang, Vietnam.
with a formation of a coalition
walked to Ioka after he was Washington.
In the letter to his father, I see today might not be alive teaching in the Memphis school land,37, of 2509 Shasta.
president.
fight both hunger and a
to
shot
the
Boyland
Police
said
the
middle
of
tomorrow or the next day be- system, and two teaching at
stabbed in the
He returned a few days later, proposed four per-cent state invictim in both legs, and the chest and called for help.
cause of disease, and of course Millington
the sources said, at Aberna- come tax.
the war.
One of her fourth grade class- passenger who was seated with A number of homicide of- thy's request to take charge of
es
was selected for observation him in the automobile ran ficers were assigned to the the large Chicago contingent. It It's little wonder why JackSee Page 2
case on Monday and were had been reported that a num- son's reputation is stretched
by a young woman from the away.
University of California who Boyland was charged with as- combing the area for infor- ber of youths, allegedly mem- farther than Abernathy's. "A
was working on a doctorate sault and battery and carrying mation.
bers of the Blackstone Rangers, showdown is nearing," specuher retirement, were causing trouble in the lators are saying. "A showFollowing
degree. The subject of her dis- a pistol.
down is nearing."
ertation was "Negro Children C,oby Vernon Smith, 22, of 224 Miss Tharpe plans to continue city.
Brown st., was shot in the her work with State, SouthIn Memphis, Tenn."
Following the retirement of right thigh by Robert Worsham, eastern Regional and National
Mrs. Hayes, Miss Tharpe work- 21, of 1500 Davis st. at 1:40 Federation of Colored Women's
ed under Louis B. Hobson, the a.m. Monday morning after Clubs and the Sunday School
present p r incipal of that the two had become involv- class of her church. Within the
school.
When Manasas became ed in an argument about a girl next year she plans to open a
Juvenile Court Judge Kenneth Turner will be the guest a senior high school, Miss at a party at Smith's home. dress shop.
speaker during a program to
be held at Beulah Baptist
Church on Monday night, June
Miss Alice Faye Johnson,
9, at 7:30 p.m.
who ranked tenth in the 560member 1969 graduation class
Mrs. Josephine Winbush is
of Booker T. Washington High
chairman of the program beSchool, will become the bride
ing sponsored by the Orange
A. T. Ashby, Jr., on Sunday,
of
Mound Day Camp Project.
8, at 1:30 p.m.
June
The free day camp will be
set up in the Melrose High
Both the bride-elect and the
prospective groom are 1969
School Stadium June 16 - Augraduates of Booker T. Washgust 8 for children six to 12
ington High School.
years of age.
She is the daughter of Mrs.
The Rev. W. C. Holmes is
Eddye Johnson of 61 W. Dayminister of Beulah Baptist
ant, and he the son of Mr. and
Church.
Mrs. A. T. Ashby, Sr., of 254
Richmond st.
The pastor, the Rev. Roy
Love, will officiate, and music
will be sung by Mrs. Roy Love
and Miss Laverne Hill.
The bride will wear a gown
AL/CE JOHNSON
of peau de sole and Alencon
high
feature
a
will
which
Prewitt. They will wear gowns
lace,
State Representative James
lace
long
and
collar
yellow organza.
lace
of
I. Taylor of Distract 5 will be
sleeves. She will carry a bou- Dietroe Denton will be the
heard in a report to the citieqhuid
ets.of yellow and white or- flower girl.
zens of Memphis over Radio
Robert Malone will be hest
Station WDIA on Sunday, June
Miss Sandra Dukes will be man for the groom. Groomsft, from 11 to 11:30 p.m.
TOURNAMENT WINNER -- 1,ee Elder, left, seared 267
the maid of honor, and Mrs. men will be Willie Smith, Jr.,
Mr. Taylor said that during
in the Memphis Open Golf Tournament at the Colonial
is
right,
her,
on
Mottoe Ann Thompson, sister Bruce Thompson and Arthur
torsage
orchid
an
TEACHER RETIRES - Miss Frances
ning
the half hour he will give a
Country Club this past weekend. and was paid $17.000 as
Lookprincipal.
the bride will be matron Relford
of
the
Jr.,
Theme,
fourth
teacher
Robinson,
of
grade
('aid
Herbert
activities
at
the
of
report
by
two
points
Hill
who
beat
him
general
Dave
to
runner-up
the first
Saunders
Bridesmaids will be The couple will enter TenPearline
of
honor.
ell
Mrs
comment
Elementary
are
retired
last
on
at,
left
and
Scheel,
week
ing
Robin
Legislature
is
Lt.
Wendell
the
to take home $30,000. Seen with him
Ashby, sister of nessee State University this
principal.
Miss
Gloria
assistant
from the Memphis Public itchooi system
and Gene Holland,
ma of the Memphis Pollee Dept. (See Sports Horizon). .on some local issues, including
ea
Miss kathey fall.
woo!,
and
the
people.
after
young
having
for
tatrght
years,
curfew
for
44
and
pin
the
).
tither" Photo)
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Miss Frances Tharpe
Retires At Caldwell

Les Jeunes Riles Help Church

Lester High Teachers
MiSS'Onary
Group To meet Picnic In Arkansas

Passenger Leaves Fast
As Man Starts Shooting

Day Camp Sponsors

To Hear Turner

Taylor To Give
Report Sunday

Wedding Bells Ring
Sunday For BTS Grads

9
6
9

5.4
2
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DEFENDER

lehloyne-Owen
Summer Session'
Starts Friday

Malnutrition Major Problem LeMoyne Will Operate
Youth Sports Program
Of Low Income Families
The weekly hearings held by of ghetto population, environ- The reason given by Mr. Har- LeMoyne-Owen College will
the Citizens' Committee to. mental pool, and especially the vey for conditions of the above operate a National Summer
Probe Poverty in Memphis, wide variance among individ- mentioned subject is severe Youth Sports Program on its
and Shelby County, has expos- ual human beings."
unclernutrition during the criti- campus, June 16 through July
ed to many Memphians the.
cal first year of life. Once the 25, for 250 youngsters in the
cruel effects poverty has on In a paper written by Mr. child reaches adolescence the 12-17 age range.
children in low-income families. Harvey he describes the aver- damage is irreparable. "He
Jerry C. Johnson, athletic
The greatest hardship of pover- age life of children born into never know that to deny his
director at the college and dity as revealed by Dr. Toni ghetto families. "A child is al- mind and body a diet suffirector of the summer sports
I ready born into a large ghetto cient to r
Walters, is malnutrition.
growth program, said 170 boys and 80
normal
family. The income for this
life
would comdemn him to a
Dr. Walters, of St. Jude Hosgirls have been enrolled for
pital, told the probe commit- year. It is insufficient to pro- of despair, and he blames the six-week project from three
tee what needed to be done vide good nutrition for the tam- society for being to hard on local housing projects, Lehim—for not giving him a Moyne Gardens, Foote Homes
in the area of proper food.
ily. The child is small and chance."
and Cleaborn Homes. All of
terms
he
medical
A study of the effects of mal- weak. In
the housing units are located
nutrition is being made by the "fails to thrive." But he man- St. Jude and MAP SOUTH
near the college.
St. Jude's nutrition team in ages to survive one infection are working to attack the probthe
to
Memphis after another, thanks
w i th
conjunction
lems of undernutrition, but as The Summer Youth Sports
Area Project-South. Food sup- chairty of a city or countyl one observer has said, "the Program will be conducted by
program
is made hospital. At age six he is fight is impossible without the LeMoyne, the National Colylement
available by the Department of small but as far as his aid of the community and legiate
Athletic
Association
(NCAA) and the U.S. GovernAgriculture.
parents know, healthy. He government.
ment. The project will be
THE PROBLEMS facing such starts school, and seems to do
funded by the Government,
a program as stated by Mr. well enough through second
which is providing a grant of
Joseph C. Harvey, Jr.. is, grade. Then he begins to have
$23,585, and LeMoyne's requir'Most Americans neither know problems with his school work.
ed 20 percent (45,100) for an
nor understand the depth of He is comparable inactive, and
overall total of $28.685.
Continued Forn Page 1
the poverty-malnutrition prob- falls behind his classmates,
lems in this country.
who think he is lazy or dull.
The program is to "provide
cross, Emerson Able, Jr., band
It is also true that many School is a difficult test for
expanded opportunity during
High
Manassas
some him, and he dreads it more director of
Americans, including
the summer for the youth of
ahysicians, will not concede to and more each day. By the School; E. L. Pender, teacher the community to participate
had
its magnitude and have had no time he is 12, he has
of vocal music at Booker T. in competitive sports and benereal interest in approaching enough. and leaves school. He Washington High School; and fit from sports skills instrucit. It is a larger problem than doens't know that he cannot James Black, administrative tion, to help them learn good
malnutrician alone, and it must keep up. His chances for break- assistant at Car ver High health habits and to' become
eventually be attacked from ing the cycle of poverty are School.
better citizens, and to enable
s wider fortress than has yet gone. The best he can hope
the institution and its personbeen established. There is one for is a job at some menial Just this year, the Frances nel to participate more fully
aspect after another to be de- task, which will pay him a E. Tharpe Honor Society was in community life and the solufined and placed in its perspec- meager wage. His children established at Caldwell in her tion of community problems."
honor.
tive, such as the genetic pool face the same prospect."
The
Government requires
that both sexes participate in
the program and that at least
80 percent of the enrollees
meet the Federal poverty criteria.

Miss Frances

ilton High, Sylvester Ford of
Father Bertrand High and Syd.
ney Franklin of Arkansas AM
& N College.

The six-week academic summer session at LeMoyne-Owen
College begins Friday, June 4,
and continues through July Id.

Ten students will assist the
adult staff members, Mr. Johnson said.

Classes will be conducted
Fridays,
Mondays t h rough
from g a.m. to 2 p.m.

He said activities w ill include swimming, basketball,
soccer, touch football and volleyball.

Summer students will register June 6 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Classes will begin June 9.

"It will be a real learning
situation for the youngsters,"
Johnson added. "The staff is
composed of professionals who
work in the athletic departments of their schools."
He said all of the 250 students will be taught fundamentals and that the program
will be highly competitive.
"The final two weeks will involve t o urnament competi-i
tion," Johnson pointed out.
The
participating students
will be insured and given
physical examinations before
the program gets underway,

JOHN DEAN, left, newly-named director of the Minorities
Division of the Democratic National Committee, chats with
Democratic National Chairman Fred It. Harris, US. Senator from Oklahoma.

Mon - Claire

Mrs. Margaret McWilliams
registrar at the college, wil
direct the summer session.
.1111111.4101.
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4 SHIRTS
Mr. Johnson said two sesLOEB-LAUNDERED
sions will be operated daily,
r- ••
a'
Mondays through Fridays, with
I gg
WITH THIS COUPON
•
O.11111111111111•11111111•11•11111MIN•111111111
one group of 125 on campus
sPi
s•
:
from 9:30 a.m. until 11:30 a.m.,
and the other 125 participating
from 11:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m.
CLEANING
BAR-B-Q
.
All of the youngsters will be
•
aim
s.
COUPON*••;
COUPON111111
given one hot meal a day.
TO BE INSTALLED — The a
•4:
Rev. A. L. Jones will be install- •rj
2 SKIRTS, PANTS OR
S
Mr. Johnson will have a staff ed as the pastor of Lutheran •
SWEATERS
a
Buy one $1.85 Loeb 6-pack—
of six persons working with Baptist Church at 531 S. Park- •7.;
LOEB-CLEANED
-.
•
Get
one 500 pt. Loeb BBQ Beans
•
11
him: Miss Lula Skinner of the way East on Sunday, June 15,
c.)3.
2 DRESSES, SUITS OR
ri
I
LeMoyne-Owen physical edu- at 3:30 p.m. Guests for the
COATS
•
cation department, Louis Lit- service will be the Rev. J. W.
LOEB-CLEANED
,- •• P,
tle of Porter Junior High, Van- Williams and the congregation •
WPTH THIS COUPON
WITH THIS COUPON
• ▪ ac
ess Harvey of Porter Junior of Lane Avenue Baptist Church. 11111•1111111•1111111M•M•111111111•••1111•1110 v•••••••••••••••••••••••
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Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!
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recreational
A . non-credit
swimming class will be offered,
2-3 p.m., Mondays through Fridays, during the sum m er
school session.
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100 Human Hair

Shortie Wig
Hand Made Wig
Hand Made Stretch Wig
Long Falls.
$895
$5"
Wiglets
Cascade $1695

$10"
$3995
$43"
$2495
$14"

AFRO DEPARTMENT

Afro Wig
Afro Bush Wig

(Very

Full)

"
$24

THE AFRO WIG COMES IN (4) COLORS

EXPERT STYLING $3.50
BANK AmERICARD

LAY-AWAY

MASTER CHARGE

1969 CITY OF MEMPHIS TAXES
ARE DUE AND PAYABLE JUNE L 1969
Notice is hereby given, as required by Chapter 190 ef the Private Acts of
Tosacossoo of 1921,and all amendments thereto, that the City of Memphis
taxes of 1969 including Real Estate, Merchants', Ad Valorem end Person.
city end Pohlis Utilities, will be duo and payable June 1, 1969, between
the boors of 8:30 and 5 o'clock Monday through Friday -Office closed 4011
Saturday.

METHOIZS OF PAYMENT
In order to use part payment plan of three (3) payments, the first installment must be
paid during the month of June, 1969. Subsequent installments are delinquent after
August 31,1969 and October 31, 1969.
Taxpayers not using this method must pay in full on or before September 1, 196f.
1
2 per cent per month will accrue
1 2 per cent per month and interest at /
Penalty of /
September
1.
1969.
from
Oft0fItS OF the MAYOR & CITY COUNCIL of Memphis, Tont.

ROOM 301, C1TT HALL
10 NORTH MAIN STREET

Lester High
Continued Fom Page 1

WHY IS HOLLYWOOD
HOLDING BACK
THE BLACK
SEX GODDESSES?
June SEPIA
has the answer
Also in this issue:
ROY WILKINS
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
SPEAK OUT

OMCE CLOSED SATURDAYS

TOEB'S

The Overseas Wives Club
will meet on Tuesday night,
June 5, at 7:30 in the Red
Cross Building at 1400 Central
ave.
The club meets the first and
third Thursday of each month.
All wives with husbands overseas are welcome to join.

"The kids I saw in the orphanages were for the most r
part war orphans. For many
of them, both of their parents
have been killed. For others.
the father has been killed and
there were so many kids in
the home that the mother •
.
could not afford to keep all of
the children, so they ended up
in the orphanage.
"As much as I would like to,
there is no way to help all the
orphans in Vietnam. There arel
thousands in the orphanages,1
and thousands more making a,
life for themselves. So whatl
I would like to do is have the;
church collect as many toys
and clothes that they can, and
send them to me so that I can,
take them to one of the poorer
orphanages," he requested.
Sgt. Dinkins also promised
to send $50.00 home to help
with the expense involved in
shipping the clothing and toys
to Vietnam.
Members of the girls' club
have collected a large assortment of clothing and playthings for the children in Vietnam.
Officers and members of the
club are Janice Frazier, president; Ruth Bowles, vice president; Georgette Robinson, secretary; Sylvia Wallace, assistant secretary; Cynthia Grey,
corresponding secretary; Debbie Harris, treasurer; Brenda
Caldwell, pa rli amentarian;
Sherrie Washington, historian;
and Rhonda Washington,
And Cheryl Johnson, Lynn
Harris, Denise Springfield, Collette Johnson, Cynthia Whatley,
Eva Mayweather, Jean Barnett, Gwendolyn Harvey, Almelte Starks and Susan Currie.
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IS DIANA ROSS
LEAVING
THE SUPREMES?
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istry, University of Cincinnati
College of Medicine; Gwendolyn Phelps, sociology, University of Minnesota; Barbara
Sias, biology, Meharry Dental
College; Joseph Smith, sociTOUGALOO, Miss — Scholar State University College of New!sociology,
Harvard University;
ships, fellowships, and assisWroten McQuirter, chemistry, ology, State University College
tantships for study in graduate York Georgia Holton, econo-I
, University o f M i ssissipppi of New York; Malcolm Taylor,
schools, totalling over $175,000, mics, University of Mims; School
of Pharmacology; Ed
have been received by 47 mem- Cassandra
University
Jackson, mathe- Fawoni Nguma, elementary chemistry, Tufts
bers of Tougaloo College's
Medical School; Charles Thurof
Massa_
educatio
n
.N
o r th Carolina
matics, University
graduating class.
man, philosophy and religion,
chusetts; Lutrician Johnson,'State; Minnie ()Tanner, socioTrinity University; Irma WatIn announcing the grants, elementary education, Miami logy, University of Tennessee kins, history, Atlanta UniverVice-President A. A. Branch of University of Ohio; Marva School of Social Work; James sity; Robert Watson, history,
Tougaloo said this is nearly Johnson, political science, At- Perkins, elementary education, Washington University; Ora
'double the number of students lents University; Eddie Lance, State University College of Williams, biology, Waterbury
feceiving such assistance last political science, Illinois In- New York; Eliza Porter, biolo- Medical Technology School;
year, and more than one third stitute of Technology; Robert ay, Miami Valley Hospital Carl Willis, chemistry, Brown
Lee, Physics, University of
of the class of 140.
school of Nursing; Daniel Of- University; Norma C. Brown,
Dayton; Edward T. Lewis,
Tougaloo led Mississippi in math, University of Massa- fiong, sociology, University of English, University of Virginia;
Lorraine H a mlin, English,
the number of Woodrow Wilson chusetts;
W ii lie
Mayfield,, Illinois; Wesley Prater, chem- Notre Dame University.
Foundation honorable mentions.
Shirley James, a Woodrow Wilson designate. is one of five
from the state. She will continue her studies in English at
Temple University as one of
100 students from across the
nation selected by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation from
more than 11,000 nominees.

47 Graduates Of Tougaloo Get
Fellowships For Advanced Study

Veterans Asked To Mail
In Attendance Cards

The Veterans Administration! the veteran or serviceman to
this week urged the more than be paid his monthly Veterans
Administration educational sr
360,000 veterans and servicesistance allowance.
men now enrolled in the naThe veteran or serviceman is
tion's colleges and universities asked to indicate if there has
under the Post-Korean GI Bill been a change in his enrollto complete and return Veter- ment as shown on the card, or
ans Administration certifica- if he terminated enrollment.
tion of attendance cards as To help the Veterans Adminisoon as possible.
stration anticipate his future
Now sent to college-level GI educational assistance needs,
Bill trainees only once during he is also asked to check
each enrollment period, the whether he will enroll in the
certification was formerly re- same program and school for
quired monthly in order f o r the next period.

Benchmark Bourbon has great heart.
Because it's made by men with great hands.

The Woodrow Wilson honorable mentions at Tougaloo are:
Jacqueline Bartley of Crystal
Springs, who will study English
at Columbia University; Andrea Jones of Natchez, who
will study sociology at Princeton; and Una Bee Robinson
of Florence, who will study
economics at the University of
Minnesota. There were 11 other
honorable mentions in the
state.
William Woods, history major
from Canton, has received the
Danforth Foundation Fellowship and will continue his studies at Princeton. Andrea Jones
also received a Danforth honorable mention.

41-ar.1r- 4r

Great hands and brains and that ancient
American tradition of caring a lot for your
craft. Skill plus desire, after all, is what's
always made one piece of work better than
another. So, if you suspect things aren't
made like they used to be anymore, taste
Benchmark. It'll renew your faith.
Benchmark-Seagram's Premium Bourbon.
Measure your Bourbon against it.

, FREE information about
MONTHLY INVESTMENT PLAN

"OVER THE TOP!" — That was the report given to Henry Filcher, commander of the Antress Russell Post No.
27 of the American Legion recently by Vice Commander Luther Sharp, left, who is seen receiving a membership from Deloyd Miller. The membership put the Post
over its quota set forth by the Department of Tennessee
of the American Legion. The American Legion is open to
all veterans who served in the military overseas.

You're invited to send for free prospectus-booklet describing Hamilton Funds, Inc., a mutual fund holding common stocks in over 80
American corporations. Monthly investments for a minimum of $50
down and $25 a month.

Hamilton

Funds 4648 Poplar, Suite 515 Memphis,
Tenn. 38117

Please send free Hamilton prospectus-booklet.
Sams
Address

TVENSTEIN'S
,

Willie L. Bailey of Belzoni
has received the John Hay
Whitney Foundation Fellowship
and will study political science
at George Washington University.
"All of these grants are highly
competitive," Vice - President Branch said, -and we
feel it is a real honor for students to be chosen."
Other
graduating
seniors
who will go on to graduate
school and the schools they
will attend are: Meredith Anding, math, University of Buffalo; Kenneth Barnes, economics, State University College
of New York; Evelyn Cannon,
English, University of Chicago;
Jerome
Carroll, chemistry,
Tufts
Univ ersity
Medical
School; Alfred Cbiplin, political
science,
George Washington
National Law Center; Annie
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Washington
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Wide and wonderful flare leg pants of pure cotton. Smart fashion
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nance implementation of the
plan.
John Pateros, a representative of Peat, Morwich and
Mitchell Certified Public Ac-

Award Night Precedes Record Budget Approved
Lane's Commencement By Trustees At Lane

Lane College trustees, meet- the building by the opening of countants with headquarters in
on the campus Saturday, school for the 1969-70 school New York City, reported to
ing
Annual Awards Night was Jones, the Charles Bledsoe
a record operating
approved
trustees that business manheld at Lane College Thursday Award; Miss Linda Brittmon,
term. Dr. Kirkendoll said the agement seminars would be
of
budget
62,400,000
voted
and
Prize.
Ford
many
C.
and
A.
graduation,
the
before
to begin construction immedi- new building will be built on conducted throughout the year
students were presented
The Perel and Lowenstein ately on a $150,000 building to
a grant presented by the
the back campus of the college under Foundation.
awards, plaques and citations Prize was awarded to Robert
house the science division.
Ford
service
for their outstanding
at the rear of Cleaves Hall, in
Bryant. Other a wardees into the college during this cluded: Ruth Ann Withamson, Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, Lane the center of the circle.
school term.
the Athenian Literary and Arts President, said the contract Trustees also adopted in prinscholarship; Miss Norma for the construction of the new ciple the college's campus deClub
, The President's Prize was
Smith, the Catherine Hughes science building has been velopment plan, developed by
StuReese,
John
to
presented
,
Waddell Tuition scholarship; awarded to Jones Construction Gashner, Nathan Brown and
dent Government Association
Johnson, the Company of Dyersburg, low Seabrook, Memphis architects.
president. The award is pre- Miss Linda Joyce
Reasonable Prices
Reverend T. Stacy Riddick bidder on the project.
It was voted to proceed with
sented to the student who is
call .s first
set
to
organization
scholarship.
the initial
the most dutiful embracing Million
Lane's science building was
a
274-2232
launch
to
Kefauver
Estes
Memoricommittees
The
up
punctuality, responsiveness to
al scholarship was presented totally destroyed by fire dur- capital funds campaign to fithe obligations of the students,
Ester Gill. Other stu- ing recent demonstrations, vanand who is most business-like to Miss
Miss Laurine dalism and arson, causing
included:
dents
in all his dealings during the
four assistant directors, officers and wives
Thompson Hol- temporary closing of the colFt.
the
Morrow,
FEASTING AT MAHALIA'S - Managers
year.
and other administrative personnel at a
lis Student Loan Fund; Gor- lege.
of Universal Life Insurance Company, in
The Dean's Award, conferred don Stanley Houston, the Lyon
cocktail-buffet dinner in Mahalia Jackson's
Memphis for a Managers' Institute, are
The new science building will
upon the member of the grad- Memorial Fund; Miss JoYce
catering hall at 705 South Parkway East.
seen here sampling the soul food of Mahalia
constructed of a Butbrick
be
uating class who during his Brown, the T. H. Copeland
(Hooks Bros. Photo)
Jackson Chicken System, Inc. MJCS enterprocess allowing completion of
College
Lane
at
years
four
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Award.
tained ULICO, the 36 branch managers,
maintained the highest scholas- John Odom, the Conway
Place Your Order Now
tic average was presented to Smith Award; Miss Linda ny Larkin; Miss Marsha McIndividuals And Groups
For
Miss Castle Currie.
Brogden, the E. U. Robinson Keldin, the Reader's Digest
receiving Prize; the Hirsch Lazaar Sil- Foundation Endowed Scholars t udents
Other
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
Behavioral
Science
awards were: Max Horton, the verman
Fund; Miss Joyce Brown,
TAILORS
CUSTOM
J. A. Cooke Award; Carl Pil- Award, Miss Bessie Thomp- ship
low, the I Garland Penn, Jr., son; the Essie M. Golden Per- the Ben F. Jones Scholarship;
Chicken Mrs. Lois Vestal, all of the competitive service in the fast 'I Prize; Edward Lang, the Lew- ry Memorial Fund, Miss Doro- Woodrow Harmon department
Jackson
Mahalia
System, Inc. was a gracious Mahalia Jackson enterprise. food market
of Religion and Philosophy
is Thomas Award; Miss Ca- thy Buckley.
INC.
host to managers, officers and Official greetings were given by
Watch for stores opening in, milla Harris, the Hudson Pre- The Isaac Lane Scholarship Award; Miss Maxine Wheeler
!A 7-9320
Ave.
Vanes
248
Willis,
by
presented
their wives, and other adminis- Attorney
Nursing Prize; Marion T. Fund was presented to John- and John Yancy Odom receivyour neighborhood soon.
trative staff personnel of Uni- his brother, T. J. Willis, a
ed awards from the chairman
Memphis, Tennessee
versal Life Insurance Company Universal Life vice president;
of the department of Religion
YOUR Company Makes What Yea Ask fa And
during its recent Managers' Judge Hooks and John Jenkins.
and Philosophy and Eugene A.
Quotas What You Think OP
OF A BEAUTIFUL YARD OR GARDEN...
THINKING
ARE
YOU
IF
Institute held in Memphis.
Woodson received the S. H.
Mr. Jenkins, director of FranNewbern Scholarship Award.
The cocktail buffet dinner of chise Sales, revealed that there
--MJCS products-glorified thic- is presently two MCS stores
ken, crisp catfish, giblet-filled open in Memphis, the original
soul bowl, savory slaw, potato store at 705 S. Parkwa4 East,
pie, assorted donuts, coffee and and one recently opened on Belhot buttered biscuits-was held levue at Whitmore.
in the beautifully spacious dining hall. The managers and Two additional stores will be
guests were given a guide tour opening in Memphis within the
of the modernly-equipped next 30 days- one on McLeMJCS facilities at 705 So. Park- more at College, and one on
McLemore at Latham.
50 I.11. BAG
50 LB. BAG
Beautiful Pak
way East.

METRO
DRIVING SCHOOL

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Universal Life Managers Sample
Mahalia's Food On Visit Here

B H

THINK GREENE! Big timefavorite

Guests were greeted by Attorney A. W. Willis, Judge B.
L. Hooks, John Jenkins, James
Dupree, Robert Hooks, Ill,
Mrs. Ernestine Hayes and

Night In White
Is Presented
At Mt. Gilliam

MJCS has three stores open'
and operating. In addition to
the two in Memphis, one store
is open in Charlotte, North Carolina.
, Scheduled to open soon are
I stores in Jacksonville, Florida,
Nashville, Tennessee, and South
Bend Indiana. Franchise Sales
now total about 95, with the
largest single group being owned by Tennessee Fast Foods,
Inc., a Memphis based corporation.

"A Night in White- was preMr. Jenkins also revealed
sented by the Women's Depart- that the MJCS store will soon
DisCounty
Shelby
the
of
ment
be offering the market chicken
trict Association on Wednesday
made from the famous Louisinight, May 21, at the Mt. Gil- ana
recipe, adapted especially
liam Baptist Church, and all
the MJCS parlors by their
for
of the women participants were
test kitchen.
dressed in white.
A moving moment during the
Mahalia Jackson chicken Sys
program was the playing of tern, Inc., now has about 30
a tape recording of the last persons staffing their offices
message given by the late Rev. on So. Parkway, and anticipaEugene Bates before his death. tes approximately 150
He was -the moderator of the by December 31 of this year.
Association and pastor of Mt. Its projection also calls for 50
Gilliam for 45 years before stores open and marketing by
his death early this year.
the end of this year.
The District meeting ended
with a board meeting on Tlrurs- With the franchises of Tenday morning and remarks by nessee Fast Foods, Inc., Mahathe new moderator, the Rev. ha Jackson Chicken System,
L. H. Aldridge.
Inc. will be able to offer the
Mrs. Jessie Austin is the public a complete line of conpresident of the Association. venient foods. Its modernlyThe Rev. J. D. Jamerson equipped
and
competentlywas host minister.
staffed stores will guarantee
--
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ZOYSIA SOD

$2

(9 Sq. Ft.) Sq. Yd. Only
Thousands of trees, shrubs, and garden supplies to select from ... all competitively priced!

Colonial

The8-hour loaf

Visitors Always Welcome to Browse!
EDMOND GREENE

Beautiful
Aqua- Marine
Blue
GLASSWARE

NURSERY & LANDSCAPE CO., INC.

•

OUT BY THE AIRPORT
; 2872 AIRWAYS
Open Daily & Sundays 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Start Today To Build
A Complete Set
of This lovely
Classware... See The
Big Display AT
Your Big Star Store

397.1403

PICK YOUR DEAL AT HOEHN
von

NOW

$2443
25 OZ.

ICED
TEA
GLASS

'69 NOVA COUPE

A With.$5 Additional Purchase
And Coupcn Below

NOW
_ $1995

And You Receive

QUALITY
STAMPS
Mid-Americas Favorite
Gift Stamp 25 oz

25 oz. ICED TEA

GLASS
FREE

MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER
CHEVROLET
you
armee w
Or Or
Courtesy Bkis Berrice-Dosetstowa
cput Hospital areas,
Mots. and Thers..74 P.M.; A
riser., Wed., Fri., 74 P.M.
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With this Omen & $3.00
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tobacco
milk and frozen
n,11, produet•.
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NEW SERIES STAR — Hart Rhodes will star as District
Attorney William Washburn in NBC-TV's new fall series,
"The Bold Ones," which will premiere Sunday, Sept. 14 (1411 p.m PDT & EDT; 1-10 p.m. CDT). -The Bold Ones," a
• trilogy ol dramas rotating in the same time period concerning men in medicine, law and public service, will premiere
MI,a ow me* in broadcasting.

$O

and the Blossoms.
A host of Holly wood stars
who supported Bradley were
Marvin and
introduced by
television star Robert Lansing,
of "Twelve o'clock High".
Hollywood stars present included:
Burt Lancaster, Martin Lan-

A

CLAUDIA CARDINALE plays
a beauty in the old Southwest
in the 1470's in this scene from
the new &tilos western adventure "Once Upon A Time Ia
The West."

plas,

The Klondike Civic Club will
hold its regular meeting for
the month of June at the civic
club building at 943 Vollentine ave. on Wednesday night,
June 11. All members are asked to be present.
Jesse James is president of
the club.

Klondyke Civic
CA W:11 Meet
On June 11

Miss Debra Lynn Boyd, "Miss Teenage."
The program preceded Women's Day which
was observed there last Sunday, June 1.
Mrs. Young, seen above center, was chairman of Women's Day, and Mrs. Bobbie
Jackson co-chairman. The Rev. II. L.
Starks is minister of the church. (Withers
Photo)

form only after he had introduced other star acts who
came and volunteered to perform in support of Mr Bradley. The other acts included
Billy Eckstine, another Motown Recording Star, Sonny
& Cher, Johnny Rivers, Mel
Carter, Belland & Somerville

HT JAMES ROYALTY — Miss Teen-Age
St James and Miss Pre-Teen St. James
were crowned recently at the St. James
E Church at 600 S. Fourth at. in a program at the church on Sunday, May 25,
and from left are little Miss Lisa Hopson,.
"Miss Pre-Teen;" Mrs. Almetta Young,
who was "Mrs. St. James of UM:" and

LOS ANGELES, CALIF., —
Marvin Gaye's vocal magic
brought an overflow crowd of
7,000 at the Hollywood Palladium to its feet dancing when
he headlined a Gala All-Star
Revue for Los Angeles Mayoral Candidate Tom Bradley.
Marvin came on stage to per-

Producing the album for Wilson will be the blues-oriented
Chips Moman, under the supervision of Johnny Rivers.

Al Wilson, Soul City Recards
artist, has made arrangements
to cut his next album June 2,
3, and 4 in Memphis. The vocalist achieved national fame
with his hit recording "T h e
Snake", and subsequent LP
"Searching For The Dolphin".

Al Wilson

The successful Gala was produced by Hal Davis who is on
leave from Motown.

star of the show, Mr. Bradley.
Marvin told the audience that
" . . it was a matter of personal concern and personal
commitment that brought him
from Detroit to Los Angeles in
support of Mr. Bradley."

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY •86 PROOF • 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN
DROWN-FORmAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY LD 0040

At 86 or 100 proof ''There is nothing better in die market-

Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentucky Bourbon.

Ifs an
Old Forester
kind ofay.

Marvin then introduced his
friend, Greg Morris, of "Mis•iion Impossible" who after
making a "Support Bradley
Speech" re-introduced Marvin,
the singer to the audience. The
audience was content to groove
in a hand-clapping, finger-popping mood until Marvin went
intc his newest tune "Too
Busy Thinking About My
Baby". The crowd then came
to its feet dancing and then
worked itself into a mild frenzy when he concluded his repertoire with "I Heard It
Through The Grapevine".
Marvin then introduced the

dau, Peter Lawford, Janet
Leigh, Shirley MacLain, Meredith MacRae, Don Mitchell,
Pat Morrow, Don Marshall,
Leslie Parrish, Jorge Rado,
Shelley Winters, Gene Kelly,
John Forsythe, Robert Culp,
Bill Dana, Gene Barry, Barbara Bain, Mario Alcade and
others.

Marvin Gaye Stars At Bradley Rally
SET

MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA — The sixth grade classes at
Ford Road Elementary School observed National Music
Week recently and staged a musical extravaganza at the
school, and seen here are special guests with the principal,
Isaiah Goodrich, second from right. Seen, from left, are
Miss Rosanna Quinn, music specialist, Title III Music Project; Harold Goodrich, supervisor, Shelby County Schools;

One of the up and coming bands in Memphis today is the Crimson Rhapsody
which originated at Catholic High. The band which consisted of four white
instrumentalists and one black singer, decided to play all soul music short.-

SOUL

TRI ST tTE DEFENDER

Mrs. Nancy Ferguson, coordinator of Title III Musk Project; Mr. Goodrich, and Mrs. Catherine Hull, musk supervisor of Shelby County Schools. Sixth grade teachers are
Mrs. Anne B. Nave, chairman; Mrs. Mattle P. Riven, secretary; Mrs. Eirnertha Cole, Mr;. Margaret Buchanan and
Mrs. Grace Freeman. (Withers Photo)

•••••

ly after they started out. Next week the full story of the Crimson Rhapsody
will appear in Soul Set..
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ing "The Divine One," vocalist
Sarah Vaughan; the famous
Dizzy Gillespie Quintet; the
Gerry Mulligan Quartet with
Paul
Desmond, an
event
bringing two great saxophonists together publicly for the
first time; Willie "The Lion"
Smith, a living legend of the
piano, in his seventies and
still going strong; virtuoso
bassist Richard Davis, joined
by pianist Jaki Byard and
drummer Alan Dawson in a
program highlighting the string
bass as a solo instrument;
Count Basie and his Fabulous

irliOWNSOir

Orchestra; and, representing a
venerable and traditional element of New Orleans jazz,
four
famous
and
colorful
marching bands — the Olympia Brass Band; the Onward
Brass Band, the Young Tuxedo
Band, and the Congo Square
Marching Band.
"Sounds of Summer — Jazzfest New Orleans" is a NET
production, made possible by a
grant from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting. Executive
producer: Craig Gilbert. Supervising director: Jack Sameth.
Series host: Steve Allen.

SARAH VAUGHAN

Southern Funeral Home
SALUTES "1969"
GRADUATES

Atir/ &pod Price

Your Diploma
SOUTHERN FUNERAL HOME
440 Vance Ave. Memphis, Tenn
Phone 527-7311
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Animal conservation and fur fashion thrown together to promote the protection of exotic game? A
contradiction surely!
But last week at the Second International Game
Conference in San Antonio, Texas, Mrs. Ge.orge
Plimpton presented a fur collection designed by Jacques Kaplan especially for the conference.

Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation

_76)el?frk

Lord, teach me that sixty seconds
make a minute, sixteen ounces a
pound and one hundred cents a dollar. Help me to lie down at night
with a clear conscience, unhaunted
by faces of those to whom I may
have brought pain. Grant that I may
earn my meal ticket on the square
and in earning if may do unto
others as I would have them do unto
me. Blind me to the faults of other
fellows and reveal to me my own.
Help me to be young enough to
laugh with children, yet mature
enough to be considerate of old age.
And when comes the day of darkening shades, make the ceremony
short, make the epitaph simple ...
"Here lies a man."

that are basic and real. It goes like this:

Lately, it seems that many of the anchors
that people depended upon to steady themselves during periods of trial have gone down
the drain. Faith in God, faith in people, faith
in yourself and faith in the future suddenly
seem to be running second to a fist in the
mouth, dissension, anger, violence, sit-ins,
strikes and riots. I'm not so naive to think that
a few well chosen words from me are going
to change all that. But I do believe that somebody's got to start somewhere. That's why I
make it my business to visit schools and places
where young people gather. When I talk with
them, I try to leave them with a creed. It's not
very profound. But it touches on some things

by Joe Black

5:9 de

Jacques Kaplan is the furrier who placed the
now famous advertisement in the New York Times
last September lamenting the near extinction of both
leopard and cheetah.
He stated then that he would no longer sell coats
made from these skins.
Mrs. Plimpton, who has just returned from Africa, became Kaplan's publicity director especially to
help further his campaign.
Kaplan's collection successfully showed that women need not think in terms of leopard or cheeath (or
any endangered animal) when buying an outstanding
outfit, but can easily find something more unique
made from the fur of these animals not in danger
of extiction.
•
•
•
Leading socialites from Texas and many other
areas of the world (including one lovely female hunter) modeled the outfits.

Sarah Vaughan To Appear Fur Collection
For Conservation
On Channel 10 Sunday
Sarah Vaughan, Dizzy Gillespie, Gerry
Mulligan, Paul
Desmond, Willie "The Lion"
Smith, and Count Basle, will
be featured on NET's new
weekly series, "Sounds of Summer." This star line-up appears when the series visits
the New Orleans Second Annual International Jazz Festival for "Jazzfest New Orleans"
Sun. June 8 at 7 p.m. on Channel 10.
The NET Sunday night summer showcase, which last week
covered the Casals Festival in
San Juan, Puerto Rico, now
changes its beat to cover a
jazz event in the very birthplace of jazz. Here the music
began in the red light district
near the turn of the century,
traveled upriver to Chicago,
and then swept round the
world.
While jazz itself is entrenched in the history of New Orleans, the Jazziest is something
new. The first festival took
place only last year during the
250th anniversary of New Orleans, bringing the spirit and
color of the city's musical heritage to the celebrations. The
jazz festival was so successful
that it is fast becoming a new
tradition in a city of traditions.
Highlights from this year's
jazz festival, a five-day June
event, will be crammed into a
colorful two hours of television. The program will move
from the 5,000-seat Municipal
Auditorium to the streets of the
city, to bring to the television screen some of the activity and atmosphere of New
Orleans at Festival time. Steve
Allen is program host.
From this year's list of jazz
luminaries performing at the
Jazz Festival, Net is highlight-

Evening Star
Will Celebrate
On Youth Day
Annual Youth Day will be
celebrated next Sunday, June
8, at the Evening Star Baptist
Church at 1051 Mississippi
blvd. The public is invited.
The theme for the observance will be the Bible text:
"Whosoever, therefore, shall
humble himself as this little
child, the same shall be the
greatest in the kingdom of
heaven."
The Rev. E. Barnett will be
the speaker for the 11 o'clock
sermon. The guest speaker for
the program at 3 will be Tommie L. Fleming, a member of
St. Paul Baptist Church. Miss
Juanita Malone, a member of
New Salem Baptist Church,
will be the mistress of cere
monies.
Melvin Jackson is program
chairman, Miss Michelle Barnett chairman, and Mrs. Jeanette Jones youth supervisor.
The Rev. B. Henderson is
minister of the church.

94 Candidates
To Be Baptized
A total of 54 cnadidates will
be baptized on Sunday, June
8, in the baptismal pool of progressive Baptist Church.
They will be baptized in a
joint service and will include
candidates from the Mt. Gilliam Baptist Church pastored
by the Rev. J. D. Jamerson,
and from the New Shiloh Baptist Church, of which the Rev.
Joe B. Williams is te minister.
Host for the baptismal service is the Rev. G. C. Collins.
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Jesse James is president of
the club.

For reservations, call Mrs.
Mary G. Clark at 275-8673.

The excursion will be 810.013
rmaci trip for adults and $500
fWchildren under 12.

The trip will be made on Sunday, June 15, and the Greyhound bus will be leaving from
the civic club building at 943
Volletine at 5 a. in.. and will
return at 8:45 p. m. Five stops
will be made for sight seeing.
Tour members will be responsible for their own meals.

The Klondike Civic Club invites the Memphis public to
forget all cares for one day
and join its members in a oneday bus excursion to Hot
Springs, Ark.

Hot Springs Trip

Club To Sponsor

Klondike Civic

9 to 90. "Young and old are and children employ Bible Princounseled the same way on ciples," he added, "there will
their progress and are given be no generation gap."
individual help from the ConFamily groups from the Binggregation to grow spiritually,"
hamton Congregation who plan
Mr. Harold Jarrett said.
to attend the Atlanta Convention include Harold Jarrett and
family, the Bisons. the Hayes
and others.
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adults may well be in the
majority. Full a fourth of those
attending will be teen-agers.
"Youngsters are used on the
Convention Program and many
volunteer to work in one of the
Convention Program and many
volunteer to work in one of the
Convention's 22 Departments."
Actually, he said, it's the
same pattern as is followed locally, when young people take
their turn in preparing Bible
Talks for the Congregation's
Weekly Ministry School Class.
In the Witnesses' Congregations, for example, Ministry
School Students range in age

In addition, families are encouraged t have brief family
discussions of the Bible on a
daily basis, plus a one-hour
family Bible Study once each
week.
'The answer to so many of
our problems lies in the proper
use of Bible principles, "Mr.
Harold Jarrett said. "Empathy
is the key to it, putting yourself in the other fellow's shoes.
That's what the 'Golden Rule'
is all about."
He pointed to a recent issue
of the Witnesses' Journal
"Awake" "which features a
discussion entitled, "What is
Happening to Youth —And
Why." It referred to commercial exploitation of youth, bad
examples set by parents and
other adults, TV
violence,
popular writing charged with
sexuality, drug-pushers, pornographers.
"All these," said Mr. Harold
Jarrett, are factors in the
breakdown of respect for law
and order by the young people
of today, and in the lack of respect for an older generation
which all too often offers a
hypocritical double code of conduct—one for children and one
for adults.
"But where families stay together and where both parents

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

FOR ONLY

$300

PER WEEK!

24,000 B.T.U.'s

ROPER OUTDOOR
GAS GRILL
ONLY $2.00 PER WEEK

"GIBSON with AIR SWEEP"
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Priddy & Burgess Appliance Co.

GIBSON 17th FROST
CLEAN REFRIGERATOR
ONLY $2.00 PER WEEK

MODEL O 724-25

WHIM HOUSE COOLING

OFFERING CONGRATULATIONS to some
of the 3,870 children who were made junior
deputies at a ceremony held in the Southland Mall is Sheriff William Morris. The
children were given badges after completing five months of study and orientation
to law enforcement.

"Like other parents," said
Mr. Harold Jarrett, "we have
been concerned with the muchpublicized problem of youths'
estrangement from the older
generation. One of the factors
contributing to this seems to be
the failure of many families
to do things together."
Since their beginning, however, Jehovah's Witnesses have
togetherness
in
emphasized
worship, Mr. Harold Jarrett
pointed out. "We have no Sunday School and no Nurseries,
but all attend the same meeting at the same time at our
Local Kingdom Halls."

At the Atlanta Convention,
and other instruction on scriptural themes.
Mr. Harold Jarrett said young

Togetherness To Be Emphasized
In Witnesses' Trip To Atlanta
What generation gap?
You won't find much evidence of one among Jehovah's
Witnesses, who believe in doing
things family style. That's why
members of the Binghamton
Congregation are including the
youngsters in their plans for
attending a summer Conven
tion that will draw 45,000 delegates at Atlanta Stadium in
Atlanta, Georgia.
It won't be base hits they'll
be concerned with. It will be
the Bible, according to Mr.
Harold Jarrett, Presiding
Minister, The big baseball park
will become a huge "Kingdom
Hall" for eight-days of Bible
lectures,
costumed
dramas

The late Di'IS REDDING,"caught
at the height of his considerable
art4- (Life magazine) in "Monterey Pop," film record of the
legendary 1967 Monterey International Pop Festival which opens
June 6-12
*JIMI HENDRIX
,./.* HUGH MASK EL L A
*THE ANIMALS
*RAVI SHANKAN
THE WHO

MONTEREY POP
EITILIPEOZ0
635 6. Highland
323-5115
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Nixon And The Supreme Court
Many are the speculations
about the composition and orierk
tation of the Supreme Court after
the retirement of Chief Justice Earl
Warren. The naming of District
court judge Warren Burger as
Chief Justice does not quite clear
the air of the philosophical line
that the court will follow.
Judging from his record on
circuit court bench, Burger is a
conservative of the old school of
'strict constitutionalist." That means
that the days of the broad interpretation of the Constitution which
helped shape the course of judicial
decision under Earl Warren are
over.
The Fourteenth Amendment,
which had laid its hand so heavily
upon American constitutional law,
seemed to have come into being in
the scores of the civil rights cases
that were litigated before the present court.
The Warren court which outlawed the pernicious "separate but
equal" legalism that had kept the
Negro in the shadow of full citizenship since 1896. and the school
integration order provided a great
jarring note to the emotionalism of
segregation.
With Warren and Fortas gone,
and justices Douglas and Black on
their way out on account of old age
and illness the court is left minus
the liberal wing that had given vitality to the concept of equality
before the law.

Of all probability, President
Nixon will name a Southerner to
take Justice Fortes' place. This
will alter the delicate balance of
the supreme tribunal for the duration of the present Administration,
at least.
The composition of the court
will in a large measure be representative of the basic philosophy
of Mr. Nixon. Burger is not a liberal by any stretch of the imagination. It is safe to assume that
he was named to the court as a
first step toward dismantling the
Warren court and its liberal interpretation of the Constitution.
Though some of the decisions of
that court may be irreversible,
there can be no doubt that new
cases involving civil rights and the
rights of criminal suspects will
not have the judicial sympathy and
treatment that similar cases have
received in the past.
President Nixon wants a
court that will be inflexible on the
supremacy of law and order, especially where the litigation is
over the right of black men fighting for their civil rights in the
ghettos. He underscored this point
repeatedly during the course of his
campaign for the Presidency. Well,
it looks like he will have his way.
It is no longer hypothetical but a
fact that we shall not soon see a
court as liberal as the Warren
court.

NAACP'S Legal Defense
The NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund is celebrating its
30th year of service as pleader for
justice and for application of the
laws that give substantive meaning
to American citizenship. Its accomplishments during those three
decades have resulted in functional
enlargement of the rights of the
Negro people in the context of the
Constitution.
Though it has won a string of
Important victories, the LDF's
most spectacular performance was
recorded in the landmark ruling it
exacted from the Supreme Court in
the 1954 school integration opinion. In point of national consebrought
quence this decision
America closer to the requirements
of the 14th and 15th Amendments
than any other ruling in the history of the court. By the same
token, the action brought the black
man nearer the fulfillment of his
dream of freedom, equality and
full citizenship.
Besides its deep legal connotations, the integration mandate had
relevant implications in the social
and political fields. It gave addi-

tional momentum to the impulse
for freedom of residence and provided the impetus for greater political participation.
In other words, the NAACP's
brilliant legal defense of the black
man's right to equal educational
opportunity not only smashed the
"separate but equal" legal doctrine
which had marred the judicial landscape since 1896, but also brought
the Negro in step with the rhythm
of history in the perspective of
freedom in the twentieth century.
Moreover, the court decision provided the legislative climate for unprecedented enactment of successive civil rights acts which have
virtually eroded the second-class
citizenship concept that had become a part of America's racial
dilemma.
All right thinking Americans,regardless of race, owe a great debt
of gratitude to the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund for
the successful assaults upon the
rampants of race prejudice and for
bringing America closer to its Commitment to democracy.

Mayor Evers
The election of Charles Evers
as Mayor, of Fayette, Mississippi,
goes beyond the ordinary bounds of
successful politics. It is one more
Impressive example of another black
community awakening to its racial
strength through consolidation of
power.
Fayette is a dimunitive rural
community. In point of population
density, it is insignificant. As a
symbol of political awareness and
of the rising power of the blacks in
a state which makes it a ritual to
deny freedom, justce and equality,
Evers' victory must be reckoned
as a dawn of a new day.
4 j
Mississippi is a state where the'
blacks outnumber the whites. The
mathematics of the situation presents a prospect of black power far
more formidable than that of any
other state in the union. As the
number of registered black voters

grow, their political power will increase in direct ratio to their
strength at the ballot box.
That some day, Mississippi may
elect a black Governor is not at all
beyond the realm of possibility.
The numerical superiority of the
black population, due to uncontrolled fertilty, continues at a geometric pace. Here, birth-control pills
are not in demand nor is the rhythem sequence preached or practiced in the Mississippi delta.
It is thus quite possible that
the dream of the black power militants may come to fulfillment sooner than might be anticipated.
What must not be overlooked is
that the dramatic sequence of
events in the perspective of history
id AO cogent in Charles Evers' triumph as to assume the shapeof
history itself.
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MY VIEW

The End Of Warren Era
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS

give the court a majority of corset vafives on the bench.
The decisions of the United States
One may say what difference does
Supreme Court from May 17, 1954 it make? It makes a whale of a lot of
through June, 1969 will go down in his- difference. Conservative men on the
tory as the "Warren Era." It will be court, eight of them, said in 1896 that
said that the Warren decisions were segregation was constitutional. A liberal
the most liberal
court said in 1954, 58 years later, that
and far reaching
segregation was unconstitutional. In
than any in the
other words, what is constitutional is
history of the Redetermined by what the majority of
public. The decinine supreme court judges, say it is.
sions in this era
The Plessy versus Ferguson Decifor the most part
sion of 1896 constitutionalized segregamade the South
tion for fifty eight years which wrought
angry, especially
havoc on Negroes.
the decision o f
What can a conservative con., do?
May 17, 1954
It can put an end to decisions desist-ned
which outlawed
to perfect social change. A conservative
segregation in the
court can impede the progress of the napublic schools. This decision broke the tion. Besides a conservative court can
back of segregation and laid the foun- undo what a more liberal court has done.
dation for the abolition of segregation Just as the Warren Court made segrein other areas of American life. This gation unconstitutional which the Court
decision really was the forerunner of the of 1896 made constitutional, many of the
Civil Rights legislations that Congress liberal decisions of the Warren Court
passed such as public accommodations, can now be declared unconstitutional.
voting and housing.
All one needs is a case to test the constitutionality
of a law he does not like.
Now this era has come to an end.
Nixon
was right when he said
President
Chief Justice Warren retires at the end
in
that the appointappointing
Burger
of this session of the court, possibly at
is "the most
Chief
Justice
ment
of
a
the end of June. President Nixon has apPresident of
nomination
the
pointed United States Judge Warren Bur- important
during
his term
makes
ger as Chief Justice to replace Chief the United States
Justice Warren. Chief Justice Burger is of office."
None of my fears may materialize.
"considered to be a constitutional conservative." Burger comes from the Cir- But I fear a too conservative Supreme
cuit Court of Appeals in Washington, Court especially in an age of revolution.
D.C. Burger is the kind of man Nixon The country elected Nixon in part for
"pledged to appoint during his campaign two reasons. He is known as a conserlast fall." Nixon has another place to fill vative and the people thought anybody
since Justice Fortas was forced to re- in the White House other than Lyndon
sign. If Burger is a conservative, r pre- Johnson or Hubert Homohrev would end
dict that the next appointee will also be the war in Vietnam. We will wait and
a conservative. So as I see it, this will see.

Point Of View
public school teachers in ad- For, at the base of the whole
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
themselves to each thing is the whole concept of
OR
"LIFE"
justing
EDUCATIONAL
other, to the children in our in- integrated schools. . . faculties
"DEATH"
is the
History was made in public creasingly integrated faculties and student bodies. .
education in Memphis last and student bodies. One of his need for the right attitudes on
week. In fact, it was a mile- first duties will be helping to the minds and hearts of the
workshops persons involved. In shor t.
orientation
stone for education in the na- plan
tion. . . particularly the South. this summer for about 600 facing facts, black teachers
Spokesmen for the local sys- teachers, who will be transfer- called upon to teach white chiltem announced the appoint- red to schools in which they dren. . . and white teachers
ment of a Negro elementary *ill be in the racial minority. called upon to teach black chilschool principal, Charles Pat The educational "1 if e" or dren. . . will in many instances
terson, as its first director of "death" of many teachers and need to be prepared psychologically 'for the new experiences,
students is involved.
Race Relations.
The creation of the position He will also develop a varie- The realities of the situation
is a compliment to the insight ty of cultural, recreational, and require more than just "beand understanding of Superin- academic exchanges between ing a teacher in one's subject
tendent E. C. Stimbert a n d predominantly white and Ne- area."
The realities call for a symhis administrative staff, as gro schools.
well as to the local Board of To observe that Mr. Patter- pathetic understanding of and
Education. it was an imagina- son's responsibilities are at for the children contacted.
tive step whose significance once important and delicate is They call for a sympathetic unshould not be lost on the pub- an understatement. It is most derstanding for and of the
lic.
both black and white. vital, if the integration or de teachers with whom one will
It Is a logical move toward a tegregation of local schools work.
practical and intelligent ad- and faculties is to be really Mr. Patterson's job will be
justment of a very pressing meaningful and productive of to cultivate this sympathetic
the best remilts for the children understanding in the Memphis
situation.
Mr. Patterson's job, in a involved and the teachers. . . schools. He needs the public's
support and sympathy.
word, will be to help Memphis and the community.

Most of us are absorbed in the affairs of the
present so-called black revolution even though many
would deny any complicity in the actions and behavior
of the radical students and the black
extremists. We are caught up in the
whirlwind anyway.
Whenever you have a revolution,
you can also expect a counter-revolution. It is the old law of cause and effect at work.
What is going to be the net gains
of the current wave of militancy and
aggressiveness of the aggrieved black
minority?
Indeed, what do we regard as a
true victory in the current struggle? MARTIN
What is the shape of the counter-revolution?
Last week Dr. Kenneth Clark, who has one of
the most perceptive minds in black America and a
long record of civil rights activity, resigned as trustee of Antioch College. He wrote a letter of resignation that is being discussed by black and white
intellectuals across the country.
As you know, Antioch acceded to the demands of
the black students for black studies courses with
whites excluded from the classes. The whites are excluded not on the basis of color, according to the reasoning of the black students but, because their background and experience do not qualify them for the
course. Being white, they do not have the "black experience."
Dr. Clark calls this sophistry and accuses Antioch
of intellectual hypocrisy. He also argues that if anyone really needs to study black history and black
studies, it is the white student who is ignorant of
his black brother. Dr. Clark insists that the setthg up
of a separaate black school with separate dormitories
within the college is ridiculous.
This Antioch college situation may be more.
meaningful than Dr. Clark suggests. What we are witnessing here may well be the shape of the coming
counter-revolution.
The white establishment has been shocked and
perhaps, to some degree, shaken by black militancy
and violence. The confrontations has disturbed them
and their "brain trusts" are hard at work seeking
a method of cool off the hotheads and maintain the
status quo.
The new approach may follow somewhat the Antioch example. It works very simply. When blacks demand something ridiculous, give it to them.
It is the technique of some parents with children,
especially stepchildren. The bawling child is given a
pacifier to shut him up.
This may be unfair but the point to see is that
the white establishment may be ready to give blacks
all the pacifiers they demand. This method of handling
confrontations does no injury to the white estalishment nor to the power structure.
Since most black extremists do not seem to want
to get into the economic and political mainstream of,
American life anyway, the white power structure can
afford to come up with bigger and brighter pacifiors
The black extremists claim they want to destroy
the system but they don't seem to know where to
begin nor do they seem to know how the system works.
They use words from Marx and Lenin without apparently being able to understand them.
The extremists are demanding that they own and
control their own ghettos. The white establishment
may come to feel that this is a much cheaper andi
more comfortable way out than opening up the city
and the society as a whole. If blacks want to play
Emperor Jones on black islands within the cities, the
white establishment might consider it much more
desirable than having blacks follow the example of
Stokes in Cleveland, Hatcher in Gary, and Tom Bradley in Los Angeles.
The blacks, the white establishment really fear
are not those who are demanding separatism in every
aspect of the national life but those blacks who are
demanding a truly open society in which integration
can be meaningful.
The extremists who love gun-play may have a
problem. On this issue the whites will not so readily
agree. Since the blacks do not manufacture guns and
have no means of production of modern weapons, the
white establishment can creack down on firearms.
Even those Molotov cocktails require gasoline or kerosene which whites supply. So far I have heard of no
blacks manufacturing matches.
The central point is that the black revolution
may become A matter of sound and fury without bringing any basic changes in our second-class citizenship
status if the white establishment finds a way to counter the revolution with pacifiers.
The black cry for handouts, the demand for black
capitalism, and the development of a few instant
black millonaries can e accommodated without any
basic changes in the power structure. Even the deman for ghetto ownership and control can e accommodated without massive changes in the status of
blacks in the general society.
Integration has come under a cloud In some black
circles. Nevertheless, if blacks do not demand to be
fully integrated in a truly open society, the white es-I
tablishment will find ways to continue to keep us out1
of the mainstream of American life, isolated, fencedl
in, with limited power and a limited future.
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Scholarship Awarded
In Officer's Memory

land Branch of the Memphis
'
Public Library. He has been Vocational
accepted as a student this fain
by both Memphis State Uni-t
versity and the Martin Branch
of the University of Tennessee.
ATLANTA. . .The type of as- Miss Freddie Daniels, the two
Mrs. Briegeforth said she
The
first
annual
Shug partment, he served as a
required for black set up the program that today
sistance
Jones Memorial Scholarship special officer at the Lamar- was "very proud" of Willie
sees these students earning
and
his
accomplishment
realize its full po- their own spending money
s.
America
to
She
has been awarded to Willie Airways Shopping Center. Mr.
by
said
she knew the late Mr. tential within the free enterRobinson, and the award was Jones died of a heart attack
doing part-time work at home.
Jones
and
feels
that
he
here
system
work
at
is
prise
would
presented to him during grad- on Sept. 9, 1968, while attemptuation exercises at Melrose ing to arrest some shoplifters. have also been proud of the in a small but promising proj- Since last October the girls
first recipient of the scholar- ect involving the "home work" have produced 500,000 bags
High School.
of a group of high school girls. and Miss Daniels reports the
The scholarship fund was The annual scholarship of ship named for him.
established by the Lamar-Air- WO will be presented to a boy
Added Mr. Fried, "Shug In this case "home work" money they have earned "has
been put to good use."
ways Merchants' Association or girl in the graduating class Jones was particularly
inter- has nothing to do with textbook
to honor the late E. C. "Shug" of Melrose High School to en- ested in Negro youth
girls
outside
The
study.
in
and
and
in
In keeping with sound busiJones, one of the city's first able the student to continue encouraging and influencing
their spare time are making ness practice the girls estabhis education.
black police officers.
them to develop their capabili- burlap bags for a line of men's lished a production quota, set
Following
h i s retirement Trustees
ties. Willie Robinson is an ex- toilet articles.
at 300 bags a day. At the beginof
the
scholarship
from the Meashpis Police Dcfund are F. M. Campbell, who cellent example of these ideals.
ning they had to borrow sewCarver
Vocational
15
The
retired this year as principal We are proud to present him
ing machines. Later their famSchool students in the
of Melrose; Mrs. Ercille Jack- with the first annual Shug High
purchased them, with the
ilies
group are being financially reson, president of the school's Jones Scholarship."
warded for their role in the pupils helping to meet the payPTA; Gerald Fried, president
packaging of products sold na- ments with their earnings.
of the Lamar-Airways Mertionally in leading retail chain "I've often walked into Woolchants Association; and Mrs.
stores.
worth's and seen those little
B. C. Jones, widow of the late
bags
and thought maybe I
policeman.
Credit for this involvement,
that sees each girl earning on made that one there," said
Willie Robinson was selected
the average of $6 a day, ex- Betty Sims, 18, who pointed out
for the honor by the guidance
tends all the way from one she had made enough out of
,counselors and senior class
of the world's largest retail the project to buy her own
Jteachers at Melrose. He was
sewing machine.
Mrs. Lucille Hill of 749 Dal- businesses to the cosmetic "I just hope we can make
recognized for his outstanding
manufacturer, and to the girls'
citizenship and service to his las st. will Frye as president sewing teacher.
some more," she continued,
family, his community and his of the Melrose High School
"You feel like you are part of
PTA during the 1969-70 school Robert 0. Cannon, president a whole big project—and the
'school.
year.
of Cannolene Company, said it money sure comes in handy."
He lives at 2603 Supreme
was through the assistance of- — Others
elected
for
cornthe
ave. with his foster parents
fered by the F. W. Woolworth I
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bridge- ing year are Mrs. Erma Mat- Co. that his products
gained
forth, who have reared his thews, Mrs. Corine Hull, Mrs. national distribution. Woolworth
Bessie
Edwards, Mrs. Ercilie provided the help that led to
since he was six.
an
Jackson and Mrs. Janice Jeans. improvement in the
company's
During the past year he has And Mrs. Lillian Tunstall, reWILLIE ROBINSON
worked part time at the High- cording secretary; Mrs. Thelma packaging and merchandising
generally. The resulting inPayton, assistant secretary; crease in sales made it feasible
Miss Maggie McDowell, trea- for Cannon to initiate his projREAD MY STRANGE STORY SAYS
surer; Mrs. Willie Mae Cath- ect here involving the girls.
MISS MILDRED FALLS 651-5665
ey, chaplain; and Mrs. Frances Working closely with an
753 East 79th St. Chicago, III. 60619
Boyd, historian.
imaginative Carver teacher,
I me • Co. itiort Pianist end
torch umrsicj Several years *go I
was stricken with • strange crispReg eihinset.
to specialists in •eveiral
!erg* cities also in Europe, when
I hav• traveled extensively. No on•
could find the answer to my Program
BAR-B-Q - CHICKEN - FISH - STEAKS
A minister advised m• to se* REV.
CO STONIE. His way of Prayer
worked. I began to s•is results after
my first visit, where I met many
people, who told m• how Pray.
PLUS
end REV. C OS TON E h•lp them
with money problems and marital
ww
problems. If you need help do li.•
BREADFAST DAILY
I did call REV. COSTONIE for on
appointment his number is WA 4
4969 out of town peep I• write te
him 927 East 47th St, Chicago,
PLATE LUNCHES OUR SPECIALTY
ill. He really helps people through
MISS MILDRED FALLS
Prayer.

Students
Make Their Own Money

New Officers
Elected By PTA

I

MEMPHIS'SUPER SOUL I
STATI,ON
111.

MELLOW JACK

Hear More Super Soul Music
WITH MEMPHIS'

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

QUICK SERVICE

153 E. CALHOUN

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH

.))JAI.. T y5 TAMP
COMPANY.

Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated
No.I

3471 Poplar at Highland

No.2 w 1471 Florida'at Parkway
No.4 -.549 South Parkway East
Noi6 w 661 Chelsea

No.12 - 3152 Johnsen
No.14

4701 Highway 51 So

No..15.- 2481 Dwight Road
NO. 16-315 W. Mitchell Rd.

Ne.7 - 452 East Sho11p Drive

No.17 w. 4571 Quince

No. 8 w 4280 Macon Rood
No. 9 - 2219 Florida

No.,26

5201 Highway 61

No.27

1693 Lauderdale
24511Chelsea Avenvis

No.10 - 1478 Notional
No,II - 1506 East Broadway
West Memphis,

OPEN 24 HOURS

927 E. 47th STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

AVERY DAVIS

WILDCHILD NIGHTand DAY JOE B. YOUNG
BOSS "UGLY" BOB

ROB'S FRY HOUSE

west

1340

No.48

Sr'

+•••••1111•M...
,

Proposed Scionce-Nathomatics Lorelei Cuter ler Lekleyee• Owes College

A
Challenge
To

LE MOYNE -0WEN COLLEGE'S
Development Program Goal-$1,608,000
1. Science Mathematics Learning Center, $1,300,000.
2. Renovating and Air-Conditioning Steele Hall, $100,000.

M e phians!

3. Renovating Brownlee Hall, $30,000.
4 Purchasing Fixtures and Equipment, $118,000.

Your Gifts Will Help! Send Contributions to Development Office, leMoyne-Owen College, 807 Walker
NELMS, TENN. 31126

•

SUMMER STUDY
Sessions
June 9. July 11

FALL TERM? Begins
September

July 13August 15

Administration Building

Do Your Own Thing., .Get The Facts. ellen Make Your Choice
*An "A" Rated four Year Liberal Arts College, accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
*Training Offered in Biology, Chemistry, Elementary and Secondary Education,
Art, Mathematics, Physics, Modern Languages, Music, Religious Education, Social
Science and Health and Physical Education!
*Financial Aid is available. . . Scholarships . . . College Work-Study Program . . .
National Defense Student Loans . .. Educational Opportunity Grants
*New Women Dormitory Presently under construction
*New Science Building to be completed by September
For Furthnr Information Contact:
Diroctor of Admissions

COLLEGE
LANE
Jackson, Tennessee 38301
Dr. C.A. Kirkendoll, President
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flavors

YUKON
BEVERAGES
6c
Fr::
CAT FISH
STEAKS
lb. 79°
allsee

001

sow vomf0 Oft

SPANISH EXTRAVAGANZA — El Menlo De Amigos dub
of Chicago Park Elementary School, presented its first annual Spanish Extravaganza in the school auditorium re•
celltlY. and the children are seen in costumes 04 Spanishspeaking lands. Sponsors hope the program will serve as
_
_
—
- — - • --

Mrs. Turner

an inspiration to those interested in attending sessions in
elementary Spanish to be held at the school Jute 9•July 14.
Seated at the extreme left on front row is Mrs. Lucille
Brewer, elementary supervisor; and at right, Mrs. Dorothy
Mosby. Standing extreme left, second row, is the principal,

William W. Cox. Guests included William
Grimes, supervisor, and Charles Irvine, project supervisor, Klondike
Guidance Center. (Withers Photo)

WHITING141111
FISH
1
5 lb. box 1.09

1

Frosh

CHICKEN LIVERS
5 lb. box 1.99

\

Is Elected
Mrs. Jesse H. Turner, wife
of the executive vice president of the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis and a vice chairman
of the national chapter of the I
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Peo•
pie, has been elected president
of the Catholic Council on Human Relations.

nolaW soft
Country

HAM
whole or half lb,

CHUCK ROAST
lb.

,
*ad
o
#303 cans 100
4111111ft

Over 100 Fresh
trades to choose
from-Memphis volume
Ford Dealer

wogs so%

40oer

07:1••
1149
_ _$4805
_ _ CHEVROLET
go Reetskle bed.Va ton pickuo.
M411°°-;40...
- — Loaded
-$43.90
-166,-44USTATI6
$150 o.Notø$49449

O

THUNDERSIRD,Landar
Leeded.

lac
RAP

MUSTANG, 4
Cyloncle.

$49.04

$100

DeZtes
—
MA RAINILK. V4. automatic,
frie or conditioned

$149

$39•60

jeg
FORD Ranch
1PM automatic,

Wagon. V.II,
power steering

$100""
Notot

$43 90

,,Is CUSTOM
WO
Loaded
899 ,4•40 $40•79
MUSTANG Auto
17I Stowing,
V4
$100 DINfee $51.86
16 FOOD XL.ifthel loot
8150 De_"No.„ •84179
FORD Custom Coop*. Vt
'67 awtoma
c, air
$149 Dew",•,, $49.30
A r

NU FORD LTD. Pew and • °
IFY Low miieege. One Own.,
$199

°"'"No., $59•1111

NM Fake* a 4r. soden air
WV condition

$49 D"'"Now $39.46
GALAXIR n300 4-dr.
Mitlitriettc, pcnoor

$141/

$49.80

Mr FORD
VI Ranch Wagon

$1411 rm";•.•, $46.80
SPECIAL

I

Me FORD Ile V, Tion
VW Mao.tong wheelbase

$149

$48•30

BANK FINANCE

Hull-Dobbs
FORD CITY

-.
Jane Parker

A6
419-

.Islets
tee VOLKSWAGEN
wood, Molly Sharp.
.$99 De"Finance $39•86

$1 Ob

59

YOUR
HOMINY
NAVY BEANS
BLACKEYE PEAS,e•

TRADE-INS

and pews,

8

Super Right

HULLDOilEIS

16411
8149 DZ.. 84104
deluxe
melon.
'68 VOLKSWAGEN
.$45.92
$199
Idoor
!crd'op,
FORD
LTD
tipt ir
• $43.96

re°

Whenyouinvestabilliondollarstohelp the cities,youlearnsomethings.

Mrs. Turner has also been
elected president of the Memphis chapter of Jack and Jill,
Inc., of America.

IGO
GALAXIE
Vinyl roof.

/xv

%sop

In the catch phrase,do
your own thing.That's one
thing we learned in the life
insurance business in trying
to help the cities. Everyone
should do what he does best.
About 18 months
ago,a lot oflife insurance
companies decided they
should give the inner cities
the kind of help they were good at.
Investment loan help.To make jobs and
homes.Because the life insurance
business traditionally invests in housing
and enterprise.The companies that
pledged this money,big companies and
not so big, make up the lion's share ofour
business. And among them they
pledged a billion dollars.
Now,this wasn't a normal business
Investment.

It went to an area—the inner
cities—where capital was not readily
available on reasonable terms,because of
risk and location. Our business felt
thisspecial winminnent was essential.

But with the'cooperation
ofothers,it is being done.In
fact,it's very nearly completed. ,
And now?

/ WHITE BREAD
1 4 Jumbo 200x. loaves 89c 1,
Swifts

VIENNA
SAUSAGES
44o% 890 /
of
•
AIN
woo

After all,our business is totally
bound up with the health and safety of
people. And people live in the cities.
You could say people are the cities.
Ifthose cities crumble,people are
going tocrumble,and business—ours,
yours,anyone's—is apt to crumble right
along with them.
So we went after the problem at its
core.
In the troubled inner cities.
Wefound we needed the cooperation
of many people...people in government,
business,labor...responsible leadersin
the community.

Wefound thateach person,each
group,each government agency,each
business has to lend its own talents. Each
has to"be itself.'
Just as the life insurance business,
which knows haw to invest.
Just as other businesses,which we
found contrilxiting their special,aptitudes.
Atthe outsetofthe pledged billion,
a good many hard-headed people said
this venture oaulcin't be done.

If you agree that the cities are your
business as well,the life insurance
business would like tooffer you a booklet
called"The cities...your challenge, too':
Whether you're in business or not.
Write: Dept.B
Institute ofLife Insurance
On behalfof the life insurance
companies in America
277 Park Avenue
New York,N.Y.10017

I

IOW NMI

Asecond billion has been pledged.
A second billion dollars with
the same aims as the first.
Butleaning on what has been
learned through the first.
We feel that in doing this, we are
merely minding our own business. Being
ourselves.

N

4iL

:
,
‘
. s41

Red Ripe

WATERMELON
overage

24 16s.

•••0:

1•JU

Vine Ripe

1......
247
=
"uME.2212.4
1T01
.
PORK & BEANS
TURNIP GREENS
PINTO BEANS/
303 cans
Isolis =No 00

423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3.561 PARK AVE.

3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Ave.
0 Somme! Ave.

0

mow* • La•vio Few 0.1•04`

2700 Poplar Ave
Phone 373.8363

•
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ERMA LEE LAWS

Self Poison . . . Bad temper self more than his victim .
is its own scourge. Few things Charles Buxton.
are bitterer than to feel bitter. Hearts and Floweres Dept.
A man's venom poisons him- . . . Pretty Angela Flowers
downtown • anion ave.
atentkland Mall

9

editor

Whitney and Barbara ilicLe- new job come the twenty-third
more missed out on an evening of this month . . . she'll be an
of games and fun.
Academic Advisor in the DeThen the group, the Queen partment of University College
of Hearts got together a cou- at Memphis State. She formerple of days afterwards and ly taught at Corry Jr. High.
feted their friends with a "Saw- Congratulations to her and to
hill Dinner" at the Top Hats the Black Student Association
and Tails Clubhouse to which who with their demonstrations
many of the guests wore Das- made us all so aware that
hikis.
Memphis State was in dire
Capsules
.
We're real need of black faculty memproud of our neighbor Gwendo- bers.
lyn Williams, who was graduated with honors from Le- Congrats to Harold Shaw
who was named "Man of the
Moyne-Owen
College.
She's Year" by the member
s of
the immediate Past Basileus
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity at
of Beta Tan Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority and her their Spring Formal in the
DMA LEE LAWS
Skyway of the Sheraton-Peasoror. Alma Williams also
body. Ernest Young is presiwho will exchange wedding dates, social security cards graduat
ed with honors.
dent of Alpha Lambda Delta
vows
with
Oscar
William and other hilariou
s et ceteras Then out at Memphis State Chapter of Alpha Phi
Moore, Jr., from the Bronx
Alpha
and Southern Illinois Univer- in order that no one went University other members of Fraternity. George Cox, who
home
empty
handed
but
chose Alpha Kappa Alpha were rak- will take a Sabbatical Leave
sity where they met, journeyed off to the Bronx to meet gifts any gal could use from ing in honors, Annie Malone from his post as principal of
her future in laws, Mr. and an o v e rflowing "Treasure and Maxine Janet Seaborn Walker Elementary School to
Mrs. Oscar William Moore, Sr. Chest." This met with the ap- were graduated Cum Laude. do a residency in working
They rolled out the red carpet proval of Emma Jean Stotts, Maxine was granted a fellow- toward his Doctorate Degree
took her to White Plains and Doris Walls, Mollie McCright, ship by the University to study was chairman of the dance.
Yonkers to meet all the "kiss- Clarie Wright, Clara Miller toward her Masters. And then An active gal always on the
Gwen Isabel along with guests Lillian (Mrs. Allen) Hammond, go with verve and
ing kin."
energy to
Wash ington, Anette another member of Alpha Kap- spare, Velma Lois Jones
Showers have already start- Betty
spent
Young,
Lillie
Rayner,
Ethel pa Alpha received her Masters t'other week-end in Middleton,
ed for Angie, her neighbor
Christine Greer assisted by Bell, Fiorine Scullock and Degree Saturday in Guidance with the Girl Scout Troop No.
her mom, Mrs. Mande Greer, Vera Smith Queens Martha and Counseling and starts on a 250 from Cypress High.
started the ball rolling with a
kitchen shower at their home
on Essex.
Engaging in happy talk and
games of bridge and bingo
between giggles were Twyla
(Mrs. Richard) Johnson, who
has a date with Sir Stork;
•
Murrell Jack son, Thelma
(Mrs. Teddy) Hawkins, Linda
Hargraves, T e rrye
Myers,
Lois Hancock, Anenette Corley,
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY
Judy Johnson, Georgia (Mrs.
Billy) Davis, Patricia McClellan, GiGi (Mrs. Booker T.)
Jones and special guests, the
bride elect's mother, Mrs.
Charles Flowers and Mrs. Katie
Henderson, a close neighbor.
Angie is one of our Honorary
Co-Ettes and has also served
as an Advisor to the young
lovelies. And speaking of the
Co-Ette their Graduation Dinner with Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm as speaker (which
not only has them breathless
but the Sponsor as well) is
gaining momentum. Among
those serving as Guests of
Honor and Honorary Co-Chairmen are Dr. Ralph David
Abernathy, President of the
Come on down to Penneys new Catalog
Southern Christian Leadership
Center
,get your free Catalog and discover
Conference, Congres sman
Charles C. Diggs, Jr., and His
how Penneys Catalog gives you the kind
Excellency Joseph A. Durick,
of modern shopping service you thought
Apostolic Administrator Diocese of Nashville who will also
you'd have to wait years for! Penneys
participate on the program.
Get your tickets and reserCatalog puts a complete department store
vations early from the Coyour lap. Over 100,000 things at your
in
Ettes. Call 942-1707 or 275-3972
for tickets. The place is the
fingertips. For you. For your family, your
Continental Ballroom of the
home, your car. Right at hand when you
Sheraton-Peabody Hotel. And
you our favorite people will be
think of something you need. (You'll find
expected.
The backyard of Mattie and
Whittier Sengstacke is really
conducive to outdoor entertainment with family room adjoining the garage, patio right
outside the kitchen door and
easy going hosts as those two
are. It was no different Saturday afternoon a fortnight ago
when Mattie and Ann Benson
hosted the Saturday Luncheon
Group with a Dutch Treat
Luncheon for the benefit of the
Red Balloon Players, a pet
project of Mattie's.
The ladies gathered on the
lawn ate ham, potato salad,
French beans, drank coffee,
cokes, iced tea and watched
a delightful skit done by a
couple of thespians from the
Red Balloon Players. The Red
Balloon Players will help to
keep our young people entertained this summer with plays
at the Jewish Community Center and also in various neighborhoods with a flatbed truck
serving as stage.
With the Girls . . . Emma
Jean Turner greeted the members of the Queen of Hearts
bridge club wearing a colorful
Dashiki at her home on Bridgeport Drive. The girls also
wore their own "thang" and
presented a kalidescope of
brilliant colors in smart pants
sets and other interesting casual outfits. Jean was assisted
in serving by her mate, L. T.
and their offsprings, teenager
Alan and little Allayne who
thoroughly enjoyed the grownup evening.
What's better than a box
lunch filled with bar he qued
chicken, macoroni salad, green
beans and especially if its decorated with a gift? Then there
were those divine beverages
suitable for a "Queen" served
from a handsome bar
It was in this atmosphere
that Naomi Gochett captured
first prize, a beige vinyl weekender; Doris Walls, a traveling iron: Barbara Knowles, a
beautiful straw bag Joyce Weddingiest, spa gh etti forks,
along with guests Frankie
Gregory, a red over nighter;
Jean Robinson, perfumed coat,
hangers; Elise M alunda salt
and pepper shakers and for
Grace W II Hams, imported
wine
After bridge there was still
time for games and this time
they answered queries about
car license numbers, birth-

Society

Merry

fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2

,Go-round

swing-skirted
untimid print

specially sized
3$ t.52

HONORED BY ALUMNI — Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
of LeMoyne-Owen, and Dr. Juanita Williamson, a professor
of English at the college, were honored by alumni of the
99-year-old institution May 24. Dr. Williamson, a prominent
linguist and graduate of the college, was chosen national
alumnus of the year, and Dr. Price was cited for his contributions to the school and to Memphis. Both received
plaques.

-#0

bald

starburst

print
and swinging skirt strike
•youthful nets...crinkle),
-acetate and nylon is crisp, cool
and hand washable . . . a lovely

'
ennett'
S

way to greet Summer . . . black
and white only.

MAIL ORDERS: add
75o postage plus 41
/
2%
tax for Tennessee delivery.

New Shippment! Just arrived
Penney's Summer Catalog.

- FREE

aike.AixteA__

jSTOUT SHOPPE

DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 527.4436
UNION AV1. •
1992 UNION
• 274-2063
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 398.0064

Pall Mall
Menthol1100t.
longe.r...yet milder.

Get your copy today at your

Southgate Penney's Catolog Center!
lots of things you hadn't thoUght of to
make life easier, more fun, too.)
Phone. Penneys order staff takes your
order."Then, it's push-button all the way
to give you fast, efficient service. All
you do is pick up your purchase at the center when it's convenient. Quick, modern,
simple. Added pleasure ... the money
you save with Penneys sensible prices.
Of course, use your Penneys Charge Card.

Now:push-button shopping with your phone and Penneys Catalog.

U. S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the bestselling
menthol
king

Pall Mall
Menthol100's.
Umrs6,,,m,"

Dial 774-4050
Pick up your free Summer Catalog at

J.C. Penney Co. Southgate Shopping Center
1939 So. Third Street
•
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great talent in the black community. He said, "The soul
advertising
outdoor
brother
campaign didn't come from
Madison Avenue. I submit it
has been the most fantastically successful ad program In
NEW YORK CITY,
A tured America's business ef- communication
history."
black btisinessman intoned thel fort as too little and dangerimmortal first stanza of T. S. ously late in addressing minor- As one of the featured speakEliot's "Waste Land" poem,1 ity entrepreneurship. Of the ers on the theme "Minority
The Federal Job Information ''J. Alfred Prufrock", as he projects initiated by several Economic Development EmCenter at Memphis, Tennessee sought, Monday, May 26 to large corporations in ghetto powerment", B u rrell said,
persuade members of the elite ' areas, he said, "Most . . . "black people are the catalysts
has announced an examination corps of professional managwere of the "fail safe" variety casuing a kind of chain reacfor the position of Trades Help- ers comprising the American and. . .the black business com- tion of desperateness throughAssociation to munity saw that they wire be- out the nation. The black man
er with a starting salary of Management
act now and solve the problem ing developed to "fail miser- must be brought into the fabric
$221 to $2.84 per hour.
of ghetto business.
of American society and he
ably."
No written test is required. Berkeley G. Burrell of WashBurrell,
Mr.
spokesman for must be brought in now!" He
Applicants will be rated accord- ington, D. C.,, president of the 10,000 black businessmen, urg- reasoned that the pressure to
ing to answers provided in the newly
1 a u nched
Merchant ed industry managers to "do act now was based upon the
application forms and upon Prince Greeting Card Corpora- your thing and make his (a logic of another great Ameriany additional information sec- tion and president of the Na- black businessman's) project can poet, M. B. Tolson, ii
ured by the Commission.
tional Business League, pic- work." He reported there was "Harlem Gallery", who saic
.a catacomb Harlem fld
(grotesquely
vivisected
like
rig Iffifill1111;
microscoped maggots) where
the caricature of a rat weathercocked in squeals to be or
not to be and a snaggled-toott:
ed toiler grumbled its obsen
ity." Burrell continued, "Whet.
you see and smell this kind ot
life everyday, you begin to understant why we say America
must change today."

Burrell Seeks Help
For Ghetto Business

Trades Helper
Examination
Is Announced

BATT.]
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Get Acquainted
Rally To Be Held
At Golden Leaf

DIA's Newest Soul Brother
returns Home from
Points East, North & West
to DO HIS THING
Mon— Fri. 12:00 Noon - 3PM
Sat. 7PM - Midnight
Jack Porter

OPEN 24
HOURS DA
3 L;rnit 2001.

CATSUP
GRADE A

25*

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES

Med.

SOUTH--i23Z- [SHELBY' DRIVE .WHITEWS
EAST-5014 POPLAR iAi MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN -.%1620 MALisON

Doz. 29*

EGGS

Kraft Apple Based Plum,Grape
Strawberry or Blackberry

'L JELLIES

1

18 oz. 25*

Rosedale Green

Al Limit

LIMA BEANS

17 oz.

lukes

4 limit

!:_raft

(LS. D.A. Grade, “A"

Hen
Turkeys

1 Limit

1MIRACLE WHIP co.480
Mundt°

0

!VEG. OIL
Fred' Montesi

48 cm.

93 Score Qtrs. Lb.

41615

35*

Ideized

SALT

ALL

2/19*

26oz.
Texun

12oz.
Twin

6 Limit

Pet

DOG FOOD
Klegmes

15 oz. 640

CO-EDUCATIONAL

4 Limit 4.6 oz.

EXCELLENT FACULTY

Big Chief

4/95*

jay referred to the whole affair as

"BIG

SOUL"!!

OFFERING PROGRAMS IN:
Ballard or Pillsbury or

Hunt's

BISCUITS

/TOMATOE SAUCE
10*

8 oz.

2 Lb Jar 69*

Pickle
Packin'
Mamas'.

Extra Light

Breast°'Chicken

6
/47* TUNA

Biolou, Business Adminstration,

6.z. 28*
I

!Domino or Godchaux

1

Bar

67* PEANUT BUTTER

per.lb.

8 oz

WDIA's LEE "Nighthawk" Armstrong proves that he's not
only a top-notch disc jockey, but a first rate Elephant
jockey as well. He "did his thing" during the recent BarDam and Bailey Circus street parade.
rode his powerful steed all the way from a north sde unloading spot to
the Mid-South Coliseum. The popular nightime 'DIA dee-

26*

SLICED OR WKOLE PIECE

Unsweetened

LIBERAL ARTS

200ch 2ply

FACIAL TISSUE

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Pink

FULLY ACCREDITED

LUCHEON MEAT

MEAT

Bologna

45*

Swift Pram

10-14 lb. on-

1 Limit

79*

STILLMAN
COLLEGE

BUTTER

39*

24o.

:GREEN BEANS 16...10*

Program Your
Future At

Land 0' Lakes

BEEF STEW

W250

ti Rosedale Cut

House-To-House Check 140 Degrees Granted
To Be Made For Dogs At Tougaloo College

cr'eect
ihw'

closed Sunday
Del Monte

"Meet Car 42" is the theme
for a community Get-AcquaintBIRTHDAY PARTY — A birthday party was given In honor
J. Pittman sad Mrs. Carolyn J. Austin, and her brothers,
ed Rally scheduled for the
of Miss Delois Crutchfield, seen lying la bed, by her mothRoscoe, Jr., Larry, Melvin and Amos Crutchfield. The dinHollywood-Chelsea
area
on
er, Mrs. Tishier Mae Crutchfield, her sisters, Mrs. Emma
ner was attested by friends and relatives. (Withers Photo)
Tuesday evening, June 10,
from 8 to 9:30 p.m.
The meeting will be held
at the Golden Leaf Baptist
Church at 1439 N. Hollywood
and is being sponsored by the
national Conference of Christians and Jews in cooperation
with the Memphis Police Department, the Golden Leaf Battist Church and the Amen -1 Dog owners must have their after this week they will also TOUGALOO. Miss. — Some chaplain and professor of redogs vaccinated and licensed, be subject to fine.
can Jewish Committee.
140 seniors received degrees ligion at Beloit College, Behit
A film entitled "You and the warns W. H. McDaniel, head
Sunday, June 1, at the 99th Wisconsin, since 1953, and servPatrol Car" will be shown, and of rabies control, Memphis- "There is real danger of ra- commencement exercises of ed as president of Talladega
Chief Henry Lux of the Mem- Shelby County Health Depart- We. s being transmitted to dogs Tougaloo College. Ceremonies College in Alabama from 1945
by rabid bats," Mr. McDaniel began at 3:00 p.m. in Wood- to 1952.
phis Police Department will ment.
says "We find several rabid worth Chapel, preceded by the
address the group.
Previously, he served as
Robert H. Haas, Tennessee "Beginning June 1, a house bats in the community every traditional baccalaureate serv- dean and sociology professor
regional director of NCCJ, will to house check for unvaccinat- year, and there is always the ices at 10:00 Sunday morning. at Guilford College in North
introduce 15 police officers as- ed, unlicensed dogs will be- danger that unvaccinated dogs Dr. Aaron Henry, president Carolina and as professor
gin," be says. "When these may become infected. That is of the Mississippi State Con- of religion at Earlham Co Isigned to the area.
dogs are foued, the owners why it is so urgent to have the ference of the NAACP, gave lege in Indiana. Dr. Beittel,
will be cited to court and may support of the whole communi- the commencement address. born in Lancaster, holds debe fined from $10.00 to $50.00. ty in this vaccination c a m- The baccalaureate sermon was gree from Findlay and Oberlin
by Dr. A. D. Beittel, president Colleges in Ohio and his doctorCrews of the health depart- paign."
, emeritus of Tougaloo.
ate from the University of
ment's three rabies control Vaccination fees are $3.00
Dr. Henry, a graduate of Chica go.
trucks are picking up stray for 1-year and $6.00 for threethe Xavier University School The commencement program
dogs at the rate of 600 per
Sunday afternoon started with
month, Mr. McDaniel says. year vaccinations. License fees of Pharmacy, is a member of an invocation by the Rev. RichNAACP National Board of
the
Owners of unvaccinated dogs are $2.00 in the city, and at
Directors and President of the ard Jones, Chaplain of t h e
have been able to redeem them present, $1.00 in the County.
Coahoma College branch of the College, and the choir sang
by paying for vaccinations, The County license will cost organization.
Haydn's
The Heavens Are
licenses, and shelter fees, but $1.50 after May 31.
Telling."
He is chairman of the Mis- An honorary .degree will be
sissippi Democratic Party and conferred on Mrs. Fannie Lou
a member of the board of di- Hamer and after presentation
rectors of the Southern Chris- of the "Alumnus of the Year,"
tian Leadership Conference, a Dr. Edgar Smith, John Dittmember of the Advisory Board mer, Academic Dean, will preof the United States Depart- sent the candidates for dement of Agriculture and past grees, which will be conferred
president of the National Phar- by President George A. Owens.
maceutical Board of Directors. President and Mrs. Owens
Dr. Beittel, eighth president received members of the colof Tougaloo, assumed that post lege community and visitors
In MO and served until Sep- at Warren Hall following the
tember of 1964. He had been ceremonies.

Lb.
Bag

SUGAR5

Office Adminstration, Elementary
Education, English, French,

Domino or Godchaux
SUGAR
5 LB. BAG

General Science, Health and

With coupon and $5.00 additional perches.
•xcluding solu• of coupon merchandissi(fr•sh
milk products and tobacco olio siscluclad in
complionc• with state law). Coupon .spires
Anti-Free: purnoon, Wed., JUNE1 1.
chase not included in coupon redemption.
COUPON
PER
FAMILY
ONE
PER WEEK

1;

Business Education, Chemistry,

Physical Education, History.
Mathematics, Music, Physics,

Pick a peck of pickle-making cucumbers; turn It into pickles that
would make Peter Piper whistle with joy. Speas Vinegar is the
secret. And here is the recipe. Use either Speas Apple Cider or
white Distilled Vinegar.

Social Science, Sociology.
Spanish.

HOME STYLE
KOSHER DIU. PICKLES

U.S.D.A.

Fred Montesi Country Style
11b. bog 510

PORK

Sausage

2 lb

Bog

Grade "A

Frye rs

31;rnir whole per 16.29*
cut up per lb. 34*

93

FRESH GROUND

amburger
Alb.. pkg. or more

Ham Sliees
590

Per lb.

center cut'

per.lb.

970

WRITE:
ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR-T
STILLMAN COLLEGE
•
TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA
35401

To each guild jar adds
1 head fresh dill
2 to 3 cloves fresh sewn (depending on size)
1 small red or green hot pepper (optional)
Select fresh-firm cucumbers,wash end
peck in jars
Ilring to a boils
2 qts. water
1 qt. apses Vinegar (oder Of fliStMedi
1 cup non-Iodized salt
POW' hat solution INK cucumbers and
seal jars. Pickles will be ready in 3 to
4 weeks, depending on size of cucumbers. For plain dill pickles, omit garlic.
Our flOth year

FREE I

wycle
i,n,g :irnegar.1°Yvtr7tiethsopveears60 an
boo

son Avenu*, Kansas City, Mc.wmayintU
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Elder had to blast out of the the fold. Neumann, sporting a
sand at No. 18 and hole out 35.4 averageto le
ad the astate
had
for a birdie to cinch undisput- in scoring,
expressed
ed second. Tommy Aaron and sire to play with Finch. The
ELDER FALTERS IN OPEN 1 rounds of 64, 67, and 66, Charles Coody were already
two cagers had become friends
Dave Hill, the 1967 Memphis had lost a stroke and the popu- in the clubhoue with 268 totals. leagues. In their only head-up,
Open winner, became the first lar Hill had gained four When Hill birdied 18 Elder duel Finch was spectacular It was such a simple form- ed away from changing neighknew he didn't have much of with his dead-eye shooting as , Uhl that it's a wonder no one borhoods. Often youths going
repeat champion as the Jackson, Michigan pro steamed the strokes. Yancey, playing on a chance to win but he still over 10,000 watched Overton's thought of it before. Take a to meetings outside their neighColonial Country Club course guts according tq his doctor charged the final hole and re- unbeaten skein and champion- 1 blighted inner-city block, iden- borhood were intimidated by
with a blistering final round 651 because of a boil that had got- covered to drop a short putt ship aspiration go down the tify its boy power, and as a gangs claiming control of the
worth $9,000,the difference drainin the
last Sunday afternoon to overcatalyst, add a program of the "turf," or were discouraged
Meirose
take third round co-leaders ten worse, skied to a 76 after between second and third
Boy Scouts of America.
by lack of adequate transporThe signal that Neumann What
Lee Elder and Bert Yancey to l previous postings of 64,67, and place.
do you get? "A 90 per- tation.
win the first prize money of 66: Yancey's final total of 273 Pete Brown, the other ebony was close to maknig his deci- cent improvement in the boys Borrowing from the familiar
put the Atlanta Classic winner golfer to survive the cut, fired sion came when the Univer- and the neighborhood," says concept of small Scout patrols,
$30,000
of two weeks ago in a tie for a final round 69 to pick up g sity of Tennessee withdrew its Mrs. Elaine Crawley, a child- Mr. Porter applied the idea to
This was quite a Memphis 12th place with Bert Greene,
Philadelphia
check for
$285.00. Brown, offer last Friday. Coach Rayv less
housewife urban life. He realized that
Open.
Gene Littler and Gary Player. who showed a dislike for the Mears made the announcemest who has helped to make a boys could safely attend meet"I thought I had been play- The little South African, also Colonial course 6,466 yard lay- after he and an assistant were success of a contemporary ap- ings if they were held on their
ing well since the first of the faded a bit after three sub-par out, fashioned his best round unable to reach Neumann. proach to Scouting.
own block, and that neighboryear but I didn't think I had a rounds. Player is one of golf's the last day. Brown is a native Coach Cob Jarvis announced Block Scouting is proving hood adults might be more
chance when I came to this afl-time greats. The foursome of Jackson, Miss., but is now last Saturday Neumann had that the traditional Boy Scout willing to serve as leaders in
golf course," Hill told report- pocketed $2,812.50 each.
playing out of Los Angeles decided his future was with appeal of the great outdoors such a situation. Furthermore,
ers in the press room following Elder was pleased with his where he is sponsored by actor Ole Miss. Finch was reported can be made relevant to a smaller Scouting groups would
the awards presentation.
to have visited the Ole Miss crowded neighborhood. With a require less sophisticated leadplay through the first three Jim Brown.
few significant changes, Scout- ership and more volunteers
campus also.
With everyone expecting El- days of the tourney, however,
ing continues to march in
TOURNEY'S ONLY
might come forward.
Both of these likeable
der, one of only two Negroes the smooth stroking WashingINCIDENT
eagers met UCLA's famed step with the times, meeting In the city where Ben
to make the cut after two ton, D. C. golfer couldn't be
the needs of a new generation Franklin organized the first
Curtis Sifford, the neph/w of Johnny Wooden
rounds, and Yancey duel to the reached for comment after the
recently when
of urban boys.
street cleaning department in
last putt Hill broke out of the tourney. In fact he was not Charles Sifford who passed up the East-West All-Americans
Philadelphia's unique plan America in 1757, Mr. Porter
the
Memphis
Open,
failed
to
were
and
pack
forged into the lead present at the ceremonies to
feted at a banquet for city
Scouting was discussed followed in the tradition and
with a birdie on No. 12. At,receive his check of $17,100, make the final round. The held at McCarver's and Grisan- May 23
in Boston at the an- carried his Block Scouting idea
young
golfer,
like
his more ti's.
this point Elder, starting thel the payoff for the 267 he cardnual National Council Meet- a step further. He envisioned
famous
uncle,
gets
pretty
upfinal 18 holes 13 under par after ed
iet when his game is off. Sif- Wooden, who put together ing of the Boy Scouts of Ameri- Scouts earning their advanceford failed to qualify for the three NCAA titles with the awe- ca. In a morning session at ment requirements by doing
final two rounds by shooting some support of Lew Alcindor, the War Memorial Auditorium, urban conservation work.
144. The cut took its toll on all showed no particular interes Mrs. Crawley discussed her The backbone of the proscorers above 142.
in eiher Finch 'or Neumann. experiences in directing youth's gram already existed in a
It was ironic that the 13th "I told you I would meet you energy to the betterment of a municipal organization known
hole produced the only inci- but I wouldn't be out to see community. As a panel parti- as the Philadelphia More Beaudent in the four day tourney. you," Wooden told Neumann. cipant, she contributed to the tiful Committee, a group dediElder's tee shot was kicked UCLA recruits mainly from theme "Scouting Cools it in cated to motivating inner city
residents to improve their own
into some hedges by two young- the Los Angeles area. This was Inner City."
sters. After confirmation to quite a twist from the mad Credit for the idea of Block surroundings. Structured on a
Scouting goes to Donald W. block basis with block capthat effect by Elder's playing scramble hundreds of colleges
Porter, Field Director in Div- tains, the committee's program
partner Terry Dill, a PGA of- made to the doorsteps of Finch
ision A
of the Philadelphia annually gets under way in
ficial allowed Elder a free and Neumann.
Council, Boy Scouts of Ameri- May with a parade through
drop. Elder also complained
TSD AT CHAMPIONSHIPS ca. His area of concern extends Center City. Flower seeds,
about hecklers but was quick
from the Schuylkill to the Dela- paint, shrubs and trees are acto point out that the remarks This columnist will be on the ware River, from Pine Street quired by the
blocks in coopscene
for
the NCAA track to Allegheny
did not have racial overtones.
Avenue
eration
—
a
with
seccity. Prizes
the
The incident occurred on the and field championships which tion of the city which includes are awarded in clean clock
are
scheduled
for
the Univer- several depressed and densely- Competitions.
second day when Elder fired
sity of Tenessee two weeks populated neighborhoods.
a sizzling 67.
The next move was logical
from now.. On June 23rd TSD Boy Scouting was almost dy- and easy. Mr. Porter related
FINCH AND NEUMANN SIGN will do on the spot coverage
ing in those ghetto areas — the Block Scouting plan to the
Two of the most sought after of the Joe Frazier-Jerry Quarand for a number of reasons. Clean Block Program. And
prep basketball players in ry heavyweight title fight from Many of the church-sponsore
d that's how he came in contact
Memphis history signed na- Madison Square Garden in New troops suffered and some dis- with Mrs. Crawley,
of 1823 N.
tional letters of intent last York.
banded as congregations mov- Marston Street.
week to climax the recruiting
season for Memphis State and
Ole Miss. All-s tater Larry
The Powell PREFILLED communion cup provides not Finch, who played a major
role in Melrose
only the above savings, but also provides a convenient city championship annexing the
and a third
and sanitized method of serving communion. These com- place finish in the state tourmunion services can be adapted to traditional ways of ney, was the first to aocept a
Bolted In Memphis by tremphlons
college pact when he was
,—..rushed rushed doily to your blg
serving, or are flexible enough to be used in many ways
tiogr• & Knott ouperrnorkv or
signed by head coach Moe lba
not previously possible.
ntorimum ftrr,ness.
of Memphis State. Finch had
The service comes to you complete with grape juice or
given strong consideration to
offers from Minnesota and Tulwine as desired, and with or without the bread or wafer in
Hogue & kpott
sa. Bobby Smith, another Melthe recessed top.
Hamburger
star who starred this year
X.eause of 18-month shelf life you use only the number rose
or Hot Dog
at Tulsa, had hoped he could
you need. NEVER TOO FEW—NEVER TOO MANY. influence Finch to continue the
Golden Wildcat image at the
For Free Demonstration Phone 774-2500
Oklahoma school.

Block Scouting Plan
Is Proved Successful

SPORTS HARIZON

J

CONSOLIDATED
ALUMINUM
CORPORATION
CONCALCO'S CONTINUING
EXPANSION HAS RESULTED
IN THE FOLLOWING CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES:

Something New!
PREFILLED

•

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

DISPOSABLE COMMUNION CUP

saves!

VERIFIERS

Time... Breakage... Money...Waste
Worry... Washing... Drying

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis

BUNS

POWELL COMMUNION, INC.
318 South Parkway West
Memphis, Tennessee 38109

lba was elated to get Fitich,
however, even more important, the MSU mentor felt that
Finch's signing would lure Overton's Johnny Neumann to

EXCELLENT POSITIONS fir'
,
AT

NEW

JOHNSONVILLE:'1

TENNESSEE AND JACKSON,
TENNESSEE

FACILITIES*
"

OFFERING AN OPPORTUNITY

8pktgo. 254

WHERE ACCOMPLISHMENTS,'

274
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS

r •

WILL BE RECOGNIZED AN D/1;
13/
ABILITIES WILL BE REWARD4.

fn :act?:
1-1102gus

Count
on it.
You arways can.
Because Seagram's 7Crown always has
the same great taste.
The quality never changes,
so the flavor never falls off
from one bottle to the next.
No matter where you buy it
That's why it's the perfect whiskey
to count on when you're having guests.
The chances are they count on it, too!

Say Seagram's and Be Sure.

ED

Yi• R•sont• The
To

PORK ROAST
LOIN END
SLICED

RIES, GROUP INSURANCE,.

49C
55e

EAMP
All Fla
iirs

PENSION PLAN, HOLIDAYS -

lb.
lb.

AND LIBERAL VACATIONS:

Bush Early June

Morton

PEAS
150

• 14 oz. 220

16‘z"
Cans

IF YOU WANT TO JOIN A

WE HONOR GOVIRNMINT FOOD STAMPS

AMERICAN

BUSH GREEN & WHITE

DILL

16 2 or. Con

COMPANY ON THE MOVE,
SUBMIT FULL RESUME TO:

LIMA 14

Or

KOSHER
;lice
Swansdown

PICKLES
qt

CAKE
White, Yellow or
Devils Food
17'2 oz. Box

Humko

Shortening
3 lb. Co,

PORK
LIVER
27c
()nolo ty Inn

Tomatoes
23c 2c9::•
Blackberry
Preserves
39t

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
'3511 PARK
1518 LAMAR

PERSONNEL MANAGER/
POST OFFICE BOX 150i
WAVERLY, TENNESSEE'
37185

Mo Brown Seedless
•

590

&Wm Distillers Company, N.Y.C. Blended Velliricey 66 Proof. 65% Crsie Neutral Spirits.

GOOD STARTING SALA -''.

PERSONNEL MANAGER
POST OFFICE BOX 129
:JACKSON, TENNESSEE
38301

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS

973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays fir For tour Shopping Cenreniente 9 A N

to

7

PM

AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

r SA
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Mr. White added that 60 to
70 per cent of the southern Negro children will be integrated
by the school year 1970-71 —
"with integration in the South
a reality except in big cities
where administrative issues are
different."

, NEW YORK — A record 593 historic school integration rul- Uon," said LDF Director-Counsel Jack Greenberg.
separate cases were handled mg.
during 1968 by attorneys of the Its release also marks the
Nevertheless, the LDF report
NAACP Legal Defense and 30th anniversary of the foundan array of pioneerchronicle
Educational Fund, Inc.
ing of the LDF, which has
victories, particularly in
This is an increase of 161 grown to become the legal ing
labor, housing, poover the preceding year during arm of the entire civil rights education,
and capital punishment— Elsewhere in education, the
which the LDF handled 432 movement. Although LDF was verty
"1968 became the first year LDF report revealed that ten
cases.
established by the NAACP, it
U.S. history without an ex- Negro students are attending
in
The legal group's income dur- has since the early '50's had its
the University of Mississippi
ing 1968 also showed markedi own board, staff, budget and ecution."
increase of $833,471.59 over thel policies and represents all The ban of legal death came law school under special
previous year for a total of $2,- Civic rights organizations as into being while "courts across scholarships, and that
well as persons not connected the land halted executions pend- 144 others are attending white
887,68816.
u n i versities under
ing the Supreme Court's con- state
"The Quiet Revolution" is with any organization.
tie name of the LDF's 1968 The year "1968 may have in- sideration of an LDF challenge scholarships from the LDF's
annual report which was re- troduced the most curcial per- to the constitutionality of the Herbert Lehman Education
leased during the week com-1 iod for the rights of America's death penalty.
memorating the 15th anniver- black citizens since the reac- By the end of 1968, LDF atThe other highly important
sary of the Supreme Court's tion which followed Reconstruc- torneys were represetning over
argued during 1968 becases
half the 476 men on death row.
Supreme Court
In education, the report cre- fore the U. S.
were:
Court
dits the U.S Supreme
with issuing "Its most signifi- *Thorpe v. Housing Authority
cant school desegregation opin- of the City of Durhan, N.C.
ion since the 1954 Brown de- asks whether tenants in pubcision in Green v. School Board lic housing projects may be
evicted without reason or
of New Kent County, Va."
The LDF reopened 200 pend- hearing;
ing school suits across the *Sniadach v. Family Finance
South as a result of the Green Corporation which seeks to
ruling which said that school alter g a rnishment proceboards must come up with de- dures in 17 states.
LDF attorneys gave substansegregation plans "that promise
tial effort to labor discriminarealistically to work now."
The ruling ended the "free- tion suits during 1968 with outdom of choic e" strategem standing success in two areas:
was utilized
widely In a suit against the Philip
which
across the South to slow scholl Morris Company which was a
integration progress.
precedent ordering equal pay
LDF attorney Franklin E. for equal work, and the right
White, director of its school in- to promotion without loss of
tegration program "estimates seniority.

Indoors or
Outdoors

KING
carTON

Slasher Prices
Plus Top VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!

Aw

„en

T
EM°.

nonous
•r As"

thi
I do
Ma
am

$2gn

GORE
SIGG

4°‘° KROGER-SOUTHGATE
PLUS 150,000 TOP VALUE STAMPS

imusiaSsoolCouo•

IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
• I See Tommy Grant
...for an outstanding buy
on a low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
Other
transmission.
power options available.

U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens of

SAVE UP TO $1000.00
Bank Financing Arranged

Remember..
Nothing like a snack
made with
fresh king Cotton Cold Cats.
Try Some.

JEAN
•

A lucky customer each week will win a $10.00 Merchandise Certificate and her church will receive a $15.00 check -- Another 10 Lucky Shoppers will receive 4.500 Top Value Stamps and
their churches each will receive 10,500 Top Value Stamps. Register for yourself and your church
every time you visit Kroger.

Made in the
THE NAT BURIN PACKING CO.

AI

WIN!
WIN! ToWIN!
Be Given Away At

HOT
DOGS
are TNT

12

11" KR°61-'t REvoLunoli

that 35 to 40 per cent of Negro
children will be in white maiority schools by the fall of
1969".

Pioneer Victories Are Reported
By LDF In 'Quiet Revolution'

UNION
2200 LAMAR
324-3611

FRYER
QUARTERS
Cooked

•-

35°

••••

Mel-O-Soft
arl•

Butt

1.09
Ham
590 Bread 5 4
Sliced Bacon
o Dressing at 49C.
Saladpotlight
Chuck Steak lb 79teiffee
Porno'

1 lb.

oz. Leaves

ik

Country Style • Rindless

Miracle Whip

lb.63t

au

U.S. Choice Tenderay

3 lb. Bag

1 lb.

$1.45

Bag

CHEVROLET

1
•

Apolo ,,ustard

Blackberry, Boysenberry or Coconut

Custard

16,erfdrlifiefi

ibbIldrelent

Crisco 3 lb. can 190 or
Kroger Oil 38 oz. 9
win

.1111
1 11
111141111.
/111"1
./11111
I 43er
.

FEATURED "PIECE-A-WEEK"

READ & BUTTER
PLATE
oky39C

The Time:
Sunday,June 8,from 5 p.m. until 8 p.m. or later
The Place:
Mid-South Coliseum
The Price:
$2.00 to $5.00
The Headliners:
Booker T and the MGs • Albert King
The World's Greatest Jazzband • Carla Thomas • The Bar-Kays • Rufus Thomas
Cassietta George • Sun Smith and his Beale Street Band • Bukka White
Plus other top performers
A history of Memphii music performed by the
top artists In their fields. If Blues, Rock or Soul
is your bag, this is The Eventi Don't miss it!
Tickets available at the Coliseum, at
Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office and at many other
locations. For information call 526-1969.
Sponsored by the
Memphis Sesquicentennial Committee.

CHOICE OF PATTERN

Sweet Florida

YELLOW
CORN
10 Fars

or

los
VII
Ole

with this 'Coupon and $5.00 addition.
ol purchase, •xcluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk products.
Good Om Tues.. Jun. 3. limit 1

Rf

BONUS COUPON
FOR

50
50
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25

EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
with 1-11). Kroger
Vac-Pac Coffee
with two Country Oven
Potato Chips
with 3 pkgs Kroger Medium,
Sharp, Swig.% Cheese Sticks
with 2 pkgs. Kroger Grahams
„r Vanilla Wafers
with 9 pkgs. Kroger Instant
Tea Mixes
with Kroger Sloppy
Joes (beef or pork)
with a Large
Angel Food Cake
pkgs Fryer Breast,
Legs or Thighs
with 2 pkgs. cutup or
Country Cutup Fryers
with 1 pkgs. Center-Cut or
Breakfast Pork Chops
with 3 pkgs.
Center Sliced Ham

,, 2
„h

El

Ej
CI

0
Ti.1

10

with 2 heads Lettuce
with 3-11): or more Onions
'with 39c or more Bananas
with 1(1-11a. Potatoes

15

,sith 6 or more Tomatoes

—Nom AP—Norm °Norm

Am)

r
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Club 46 To Give
Benefit Afro

RUST COLLEGE

Fashion Show

f

James Arnold of 2590 Darlene it. was host to a meeting of Club '46 recently, and
plans were made for an AfroAmerican Fashion Show to
raise funds for the club's
scholarship program
The meeting was called to
order by the president, Mrs.
Dorothy Whitson, and a devotion given by the club advisor,
James King, retired teacher
at Booker T. Washington High
School.
No date has been set for
the fashion show, but a committee which includes Mrs.
Flenoid Aldridge, chairman,
and Mrs. M. Johnson and Mrs.
N. Williams, was appointed.
The meeting also included a
shower of gifts for Babies Aldridge, Williams and Thomas.
IA delicious menu was served
by the host.
Others present were Mrs.
Norma Williams, Mrs. Lonciie
Brown, Mrs. Mildred Johnson,
Mrs. Cora Gleese, Kermit
Wright, Mrs. Lona Pruitt, Mrs.
Cloteal Thomas, Alonzo Williams and Mrs. Mary Jones.
Club 'ade
up of stu'
46 is m
dents who graduated from
Booker T. Washington Hi g h .
School with the class of 1946;

JEAN WILLIAMS, DELIGHTFUL YOUNG DRESS DESIGNER

"I don't believe inillubble-Gum'fashion...the kind
that's in today and out tomorrow.For my clients,
I design the smooth classics that suit them best.
Maybe that's why I choose Gordon's Gin. It's always
smooth,always dry, which suits my taste best'?
GORDON'S GIN, CREATED IN LONDON, ENGLAND IN 1769.
BIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND, AMERICA, THE WORLD.

Gordon's? It's how the English keep their gin up!

1
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DEPARTMENT STORES

eat
Sonmert
Heat!
OW!everything you want in one unit
GEIEBIL

A faadiattioki;....tociakneeat..?

Shop 10 a.m. 'til 9:30 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
// SAY

LINE
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6,000 BTU FASHIONETTE
AIR CONDITIONER
With 10 Position Automatic Thermostat.
Compact—Whisper Quiet Operation!
Twirfan speeds . . . 4-Way air direction! Also fea- tures ffesh air exchanger,:7.5 amp; 110 volt.

REPORT ON LEGAL ADVANCES — Charles Evers, recently elected Mayor of Fayette, Miss., addresses two•day
"Institute on the Law as a Creative Force for Black Advance." Sessions were sponsored in New York City by the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF)
which released its annual report this week. (News Voice
International not)

Diplomatic Courier
Jobs Offered Minorities

And motor oil. And a full line of tires,
batteries and accessories. Gulf is everything
to make your car run better. Gulf is also an
Equal Opportunity Employer ... in capital letters,

Gulf Oil Corporation

'
MOM"'
Er•

' MEI
4.111111•••••••1101......01

19,000 BTU
21,000 BTU

Model 0000 ..

•••••••••••••

24399S

Model 0000 ...

4299

OUTSTANDING MUSIC DEPARTMENT

Gulf? It's a gas!

'MLR ONDIIILIONER

MULTI-ROOM COOLING CAPACITY. . . Qt tEl OPERATION! Features high air flow with four rotary air direc-7
tors. Automatic thermostat.

STRONG SCIENCE DIVISION
New Sci enc• Hall and at least one Ph.D. in each
science area.

Rust College

15;000 BTU.SUPER THRUST

—

B.A. and B.S. degrees awarded. Majors offered in English, Modem Languages, Social, Sciences, Elementary
and Secondary Education, Business Education and Business Administration, Mu sic, Biology, Chemistry, and
Mathematics.

Minority candidates (Negro, limited to three years. The The Rust Coltage A'Cappello Choir will make on RCA
Oriental, Spanish American and starting salary is $7,639 per an- Victor recording with Opera Star Leontyne Price in NoAmerican Indian) are being num, plus allowances when vember, 1969.
recruited by the Department of stationed overseas and while
State as Diplomatic Couriers. traveling. Courier offices are
Responsibilities include carry- located only in Bangkok, Thail$150,000 LIBRARY UNDER CONSTRUCTION
ing and safeguarding diplo- land; Frankfurt, Germany; and
inSalary
C.
Washington,
D.
between
matic correspondence
the U. S. Department of State creases amount to about 8225
ALL FRESHMEN PURSUE
in Washington, D. C. and its each year.
Courier
Program which the interdisciplinary
Diplomatic
The
Basic
Studies
a
posts
When
diplomatic and consular
overseas, and between over- satisfactorily completes three method of teaching, study and discussion is used.
seas posts. This work requires years of service, he may be
constant air travel and adher- considered for permanent em-1
ence to exact time schedules. ployment in the Department.
FREE TO ALL IN-COMING FRESHMEN
An applicant must be single, of State or in the Foreign ServA
three-week
Summer Study Skills Institute beginning
commensuratel
capacity
five
ice
in
a
least
a U. S. citizen for at
years, between the ages of with his training, experience, June 9.
twenty-one and thirty-one, have interests, and needs of the
For Further Information Write
completed his military obliga- service.
tion, and have completed at The Diplomatic Courier ServTHE ADMISSIONS OFFICE
least two years of college (six- ice has a long and distinguishrethe
meet
you
adIf
In
record.
hours).
ed
ty semester
dition, applicants must meet quirements and are interested
requirements to apply for the in being considered for these
Federal Service Entrance Ex- positions, send a completed
amination and be rated eligible SF-171 (Standard Application
on that examination. They must for Federal Employment) to
agree to remain single for the Frederick D. Pollard, Jr.,
first year of duty, be in excel- Room 7332, Office of Equal
lent health, and have the ability Employment Oppor tu nity,
to drive a car. Applicants will U. S. Department of State,
undergo a thorough background Washington, D. C. 20520. The
Form 171 may be obtained at
investigation.
Appointments will be made Post Offices, the United States'
as Class 8 Foreign Service Re- Employment Service, and at
serve Officers and will be most federal offices.

Cool Several Big Rooms Easily!

i99

with the

VISION aid VIGOR
of a FORWARD LOOK

0j44

••••••••••

A CENTURY OF TRADITION

Holly Springs, Mississippi
38635

*High styling
Plug-in
convenience
- Simple-easy
installation
*Big cooling
power
* Lightweight
portability

lhotra.PO

30th Anniversar
Institute

1866-1919
A Four Year, Church Related
C.o-Edecatioell, Liberal Arts
College Which Combiees

16
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NO BRAGS- JUST
PRICE
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"Mission Impossible?"
To Find A Real But,
Today?
Not If It's 844 East Drive
Absolutely the most for
your Money in a Luxury
Education is an important
Home.

the Atlanta Transit System.I He
When he graduated in 1963, he
ta::ams 111
-75"::d Mior:
"sort of stayed in the transporschooling,"
he
After ses- Don't sutler savoy. In seconds get relief
a
I
said.
talion business" by taking
that lasts with ORA-JEL. speed-retest*
job in a corporate promotionlsiona in Gulfs Sales and Deal- tamale puts It to work InStantly to stop tnrow..ing
department,
er Development schools, he teotherChapain.so safe docwas handling and analystors rfecOnint•nd It for
ing the effects of promotions WaS promoted to Sales Repre- leethIng.
e•
we were putting out, contacting sentative and assigned to Tamsuppliers and moving the or- pa in January, 1968.
ders we got from our marketing districts," he said. "But
it was all inside, an all nine-tofive, so I began to look for
something with a little more
movement to it."
Cute. Built Chnrckes
An old friend of his, Frank
T. Odom, now a dealer developFree Estimates and Financing Available
ment instructor for Gulf in Atlanta, and Al's father-in-law,
lepetable Workmanship
905
Call
Gulf Dealer C. J. Bostick, sugEstival
gested he apply for a job with
Today
Gulf.

Gulf Salesman Says
Education Does Pay

TOOTHACHE

Al entered Morris Brown Colthing ,to Gulf Oil sales repre- lege in Atlanta when his hitch
This stately white brick tradi- sentive
Al Smith, and he has was up, and by working nights
Houseman. Gardener 514 Gays Living tional offered an impressive
awyrc $16 TO 825 ON
PATIOS. &LAW DRIVRII
made it pay off for him in and going to school days was
in or out. Last fienophie Drivers
ornamente
DESOTO CONCRETE CO. 393-221IT
tile
Portico
by
d
a
three ways.
License Ali meals, paid v aeat inn,
able to earn a bachelor of
wrought iron bannister up the Mr. Smith
LET RE OPERATE DAY cemm
Top Salary
has been with science degree in psychology.
cumber Ea pewees
bakes. Per litureit
front steps and the same iron Gulf since July, 1967, and
682-3282
has Unfortunately for the Air Force
EMIMeiteeL
work trimmed the brick plant- represented Gulf in Tampa, though, while
he was in school
er containing choice shubs Fla., and now in Atlanta, Ga., he met a very attractive fellow
across the entire frontage of in a job that gives him special student, Lula Bostick, and they
the house. The charm and satisfaction. But without college manned. Al decided to remain
elegance of the interior is sec- and his wife's college-he might a civilian.
ond to none. Featuring en- still be an enlisted man in the Mrs. Smith later attended
trance hall, large LR with Air Force.
nursing school and now works
fireplace and mirrored wall,
"My family has been proud as a practical nurse on private
plush carpet and custom
that al five of the youngstres— cases—when she's not looking
drapes. Large separate D. R.
me, my brother and three sis- after their daughters, Sharilynn
See Us for all your lawnmower needs Motors
in the same elegeant color ters—all have
college degrees," 10, and Jennifer, 4, in their
rebuilt $15.00. Blade Sharpened. $1 00. See
scheme, mauve and pale aqua. he
said. "I almost didn't Southwest Atlanta home.
us first.
There is a panel library, den, make
it, but I'm happy now "C ollege gave me three
all electric kitchen, 3 bedroom, that I did."
things," Al Smith said. "First,
2 baths, central air.
After high school in his native it showed me a new vista to
Approximately $5,000 down. Atlanta, Al enlisted for four life. Second, it helped me find
.. $209 per month — $26,000
years in the U. S. Air Force. my wife. And it also taught me
Slyvia Landau Resident 682-3702tIt was during that time that an how to work hard and enjoy
1591 So. 3rd Street Phone 941-3851
officer, seeing Al's potential, doing it."
Hyde-Walker Realtors
took him under his wing and During college he had work- 7
685-8211
encouraged him to get a col- ed as a part-time scheduler for
lege background, then re-enter
,
the service either as an officer or as a prospect for OfMECHANICS
ficers Candidate School.

Household Help Wanted

LAWNMOWER
FOR SALE

ora-jeu

MINISTERS

SMITH & GODWIN

GRAY HAIR

Licensed

You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At

AT YOUR ORU65IST

I

WANTED

• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

'Mackie Moore. Prep

Fender Body Work

Painting

TRY
A
WANT AD

148 S. SECOND ST.
PHONE 516- 7154
RES. PHONE 357 - 3134

CLASSIFIED

Boys .1124.7
Grob This Opportunity to

'

k1ae.,

EARN $1 to $5
.swery week
in spans time
and Win Free Prizes-.

T-ri-S.tate

LAMA helm"
experience yew,will
S.of Weise.Memo.

Defender

If Pea Ares Bey 12 or Older Use This Ceepart New

PEST
2

Only

weeks
$1 00

Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you
have for sole

1

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

in every sip
of Seagram's V.0.—the
Smooth Canadian.

CALL US SWORE VOW ARS
EMBARRASSED

"9111 KILL TS LIVE"

CALL

CONVENIENT
tOCATIONS
virnrs. 1015 LORI Y01'

Lease trucksfrom

,111 PRI/111iNrldl
'IR VI(I'

CARL CARSON!

C.411110AM WHISKY-A 811.110 OF SELECTED WHISKIES. SIX YEARS 01.0 868 PROOF SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO.. N Y.C.

Eminwinwinwwwip

I - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $125
SKI ar Sun Sl 25
Sat OperISAM 16 PM
Sun Ow* AM la 2 P M

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

WITH

'Print Horne and Address Below •
Tri-State Defender
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
swrl my first bundle of pipers.

Clip Out This
Coupon prsad

Mail Today
▪ IS ISRIlIpI
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THAN'S fi
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • UmaA&E
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
I176 & 178 REAL STREET SA 643004

TNI TRI-STATI DIPENDIR NEWSSTAND micron!
11
Ike Tri-Stat• Defender Goes 0.Sale Each Thursday At The
Following Locations:

Alezeodet Sewer"
317 Lee*

Jiffy Sundry
2509 Park Ave 452.3101

POST OFFICE
Seale branch

Weolc•
South 3rd

Miele Cash Gresety
142 Wellington 52741 50

Jiffy Sundry
752 N. Dwain,

Pantoart Drug 52
209 Beals

V &N Sundry
3092 Ch•Isroo

Bungalow Sundry
3092 Chelse•

Jere Nona Gr•c•ry
1 551 Netherweed

Prespect Ruyan
2243 S. Bellevue blvd.

Sailey's Drug Store
2547 Breed Av•nu•

Perk Kwick Drive Inn Cr*.
2261 Park Ave

Royal Sundry
2495 Carn••

Boll's Sundry
943 Lauderdale 526-9940

Bellevue 7 11 Drive Inn Cr..
11104 S. Beilevuo

R•sryweed Pharmacy
1911 Leuderd•l•

College Street Sundry
1140 College

3 Si Sundry
2119 Chelsea Avio

Central Prescripti•n Shop

P•ars•n Grec•ry
3540 Weever, Rd.

Sanders Drug Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 94114531

Kauffman Drive-In Grocery
1291 Lauderdale

Ruits•11 Roppll Drug.,
2445 Chelsea

K lendyk• Food Center
1217 Vellentin• 276-9509

Silvrtr Star Drive-In Gre.
1 78 W. Mitchell Rd.

Klondyk• Sundry
1 293 Vellentive 272.3112

Seyrner• Sundry
Venc• & Lauderdale

L &PI Sundry
142 Silv•rage

Suburban Drug
752 E. McL•mor• 941-4576

Alc Gowen Sundry
349 Vanc•

Streit her Drugs
2192 Chislarte 276-25115

Glenvi•vit Sundry
1S50 Netttiorweoni

Magnolia Sundry
2037 Boyle An.

Smith Sundry
1447 Florid.

G•Id•n's Sundry
2533 Perk Are. 324.9322

Model Lrrundry
204 W. Breek•

Smith's T
Setvic• Ste
337 Mitchell R41.

Gess Pheroocy
4411 S allot Avenue

Mantesi
On Madison

Hawkins Grill
1247 E. Ma-emote

Mood Sundry
448 W•Illisr

Sundry
615 Vertc• Avenue

Alec Drive-In
367 Tillman

550 Vern

Central Sundry
.106 E. Calhoun
Ewing Ess• Serviell Ste
867 Mississippi
Ford Road Drive.in
,3199 Ford Reed

Fen's Solon
729 Ranilo
Georg* Walk•r's
Firestone

N

VI•

1101

J•1 Drive.ln Grec•ry
1560 S. Prtrkwey E.
Jefierreen Grocery
4791 Net" L eke Rd.

NEWS MART
All Ovt-of-Tewn Papers

10 N. Main 526.9648

Oriel, Drug
1014 MississippI 942-1712
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FOR FREE[MUM
PH. FA 7.4033.

Saved bundle!

8

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.

TERMITES-ROACHESWATER BUGS-RATS
Lionised aid ass4•1
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MOVING?

EXTERIONAT1N6 CO:
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EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
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Irr.407/W/AVAulAWV/O~4,70/7.60%.~44
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If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver licenst

da
so
be
ch
lia
to

1925 UNION• 275-1143

CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.

SECTION

2 Lines

.MSHER

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY=

LEARN TO DRIVE

IN THE

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local, truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.

PS

Bonded

1001(MillififR

GAS & DIESEL

• MCKIE'S
BODY SHOP INC.

525-6506 and 362-1003

MAKES YOU LOOK
ODER THAIIVO AU

Jackson
Lawnmower Service

•

GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Role Lynn Sundry
429 S. Orleans

vi

ba
a

Nifty Sundry
2541 Supreme
Triple A Sundry
303 Vanc•
L•new Sundry . •
2016 Cholsisa#
Lincoln Sundry
652 Richmond
Wellington Street Sundry
911 S. Wellington
Prescott Drugs
S. Bellevue & Gill
Little Lit. Sundry
1649 Latham
General Drugs
381 w. Mitchell
N•ws Vender
Kreger S. 3rd

News Vendor

S

Main et Linden
News Vender
Main at Vent.
News Vender
Mein et Calhoun
News Vendor

Trigg Avenue Sundry
455 E. Trigg

Kroger Airways et L•rner

Suarez Pharmacy
1046 Thomas
5254111 - S26-9727

Fres Sundrisrs
3013 Jshnao,,

Worse Superrnerkw
226 W. breaks Read

ag
pe
th

W•Ilingten Sundry
Wadiington
251 Ey Abelemere •

WORLD NEWS CO.
All Out-of-Yawn Papers
115 Monroe Ave 5264920

. 11

aso Nit SPIN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT,

POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS

